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This paper presents a number of new ideas and results on graph reduction applied to graphs of
bounded treewidth. S. Arnborg, B. Courcelle, A. Proskurowski, and D. Seese (J. Assoc. Comput.
Mach. 40, 1134–1164 (1993)) have shown that many decision problems on graphs can be solved in
linear time on graphs of bounded treewidth, using a finite set of reduction rules. These algorithms can be
used to solve problems on graphs of bounded treewidth without the need to obtain a tree decomposition
of the input graph first. We show that the reduction method can be extended to solve the construction
variants of many decision problems on graphs of bounded treewidth, including all problems definable
in monadic second order logic. We also show that a variant of these reduction algorithms can be used to
solve (constructive) optimization problems in O(n) time. For example, optimization and construction
variants of INDEPENDENT SET and HAMILTONIAN COMPLETION NUMBER can be solved in this way on graphs
of small treewidth. Additionally, we show that the results of H. L. Bodlaender and T. Hagerup (SIAM
J. Comput. 27, 1725–1746 (1998)) can be applied to our reduction algorithms, which results in parallel
reduction algorithms that use O(n) operations and O(log n log⁄ n) time on an EREW PRAM, or
O(log n) time on a CRCW PRAM. C° 2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we discuss reduction algorithms for decision and optimization problems. A reduction
algorithm is based on a finite set of reduction rules and a finite set of graphs. Each reduction rule
describes a way to modify a graph locally. The original idea of a reduction algorithm is to solve a decision
problem by repeatedly applying reduction rules on the input graph until no more rule can be applied. If
the resulting graph is in the finite set of graphs, then the algorithm returns true, otherwise it returns false.
The idea of reduction algorithms originates from Duffin’s [12] characterization of series–parallel
graphs: a multigraph is series–parallel if and only if it can be reduced to a single edge by applying a
sequence of series and parallel reductions. In [19] it was shown how a reduction algorithm based on
this set of reduction rules can be implemented in linear time, and hence series–parallel graphs can be
recognized in linear time.
Arnborg and Proskurowski [4] extended these ideas and obtained reduction rules that characterize
the graphs of treewidth at most 3 and, amongst others, showed that these reduction rules can be used
to recognize graphs of treewidth at most 3 in O(n3) time. Independently, this result was obtained by
Kajitani et al. [15], who had an O(n2) algorithm for the problem. A version with improved running
time was found by Matousek and Thomas [18].
A much more general approach is taken in [2]: a set of conditions is given that must hold for a set of
reduction rules to ensure that the reduction algorithm works correctly. It is also shown that for all finite
1This research was carried out while the second author was working at the Department of Computer Science of Utrecht
University, with support from the Foundation for Computer Science (S.I.O.N) of the Netherlands Organization for Scientific
Research (N.W.O.). This research was partially supported by ESPRIT Long Term Research Project 20244 (Project ALCOM IT:
Algorithms and Complexity in Information Technology). Parts of this research have been published in preliminary form in [5, 7].
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state decision problems on graphs of bounded treewidth, there is a set of reduction rules for which these
conditions hold, and that the algorithm based on such a set of reduction rules takes O(n) time (but more
than linear space). The finite state decision problems include all MS-definable decision problems. The
results of [2] are stated in a general, algebraic setting.
Bodlaender and Hagerup [8] have shown that the sequential reduction algorithms of [2], [5] can be
efficiently parallelized, if some additional conditions hold for the set of reduction rules. Their reduction
algorithms use O(log n log⁄ n) time with O(n) operations and space on an EREW PRAM, and O(log n)
time with O(n) operations and space on a CRCW PRAM. A sequential version of this algorithm
gives a reduction algorithm which uses O(n) time and space. They show that such sets of reduction
rules can be found for all finite state decision problems, assuming yes-instances have bounded tre-
ewidth.
In this paper, we extend these results in two directions, as discussed below in more detail. We show
that reduction algorithms can also be used to solve constructive versions of many problems and some
optimization problems, and we discuss parallelizations of the algorithms.
Many decision problems have a constructive version, in which we are not only interested in whether
a certain property holds for a given graph, but also in a solution, if the property holds. For example,
in the constructive version of k-COLORABILITY we want to find a k-coloring of a given graph, if one
exists. Ordinary reduction algorithms do not provide a possibility of constructing solutions, but only
decide upon membership in a class of graphs. In this paper we show how reduction algorithms can be
adapted in such a way that solutions can be constructed, and we show that these algorithms run within
the same time and resource bounds as the basic reduction algorithms (both sequentially and in parallel).
We also show that the technique can be used for a number of graph problems on graphs of bounded
treewidth, including all MS-definable construction problems whose solution structure satisfies certain
conditions.
Ordinary reduction algorithms (with the extension described above) can be used for (construc-
tive) decision problems. In this paper, we extend the notion of reduction algorithms to (constructive)
optimization problems: we introduce a new notion of reduction rules for optimization problems, called
reduction-counter rules, and give a set of conditions which are necessary for a set of reduction-counter
rules in order to make a reduction algorithm work correctly. This results in efficient reduction algorithms
for (constructive) optimization problems which run within the same time and resource bounds as the
original reduction algorithms, both sequentially and in parallel. For simple graphs of bounded treewidth
this gives efficient algorithms for a number of optimization problems.
The main contribution of this paper lies in the exploration of interesting new algorithmic techniques
for graphs of bounded treewidth. Our sequential algorithms are asymptotically not better than those
that first make a tree decomposition of bounded width (e.g., with the algorithm from [6]) and then
use a dynamic programming approach. In some cases, constant factors may be better for a reduction
algorithm, but no cases that give explicit evidence for this are yet known. Parallel algorithms for graphs
with bounded treewidth that employ reduction instead of first making a tree decomposition of bounded
width have a better time bound: building a tree decomposition of width at most k for some constant
k can be done in O(log2 n) time with O(n) operations on an EREW PRAM, while parallel reduction
algorithms on graphs of bounded treewidth can be done in O(log n log⁄ n) time on an EREW PRAM
and O(log n) time on a CRCW PRAM, still with O(n) operations.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss reduction algorithms for decision problems
as introduced in [2] and prove some results from [2] in a less algebraic setting. We also give a reduction
algorithm which uses linear time and space, based on the ideas of [2] and of [8]. In Section 3 we
extend the theory of reduction algorithms for decision problems to constructive reduction algorithms.
In Sections 4 and 5 we extend the notion of reduction algorithms and constructive reduction algorithms
to optimization problems. In Section 6, we show how the results on parallel reduction algorithms of [8]
can be used to obtain parallel versions of the sequential algorithms discussed in the previous sections.
Finally, in Section 7 we mention some additional results and discuss the differences in efficiency between
reduction algorithms and algorithms that first build tree decompositions.
For reasons of clarity we present the reduction algorithms in this paper for problems on connected
graphs. In Section 7 we briefly discuss how to extend these results to graphs which are not necessarily
connected.
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2. REDUCTION ALGORITHMS FOR DECISION PROBLEMS
In this section we discuss the results of [2] and prove again some of these results, but in a more
direct way, avoiding the algebraic setting in [2]—this facilitates our later extensions of the results. We
start with definitions of reduction rules and reduction systems (Section 2.1). Then we given an efficient
reduction algorithm based on a special type of reduction system (Section 2.2). Finally, we show that
this reduction algorithm can be used to solve a large class of decision problems on graphs of bounded
treewidth (Section 2.3).
2.1. Reduction Systems
The graphs we consider are simple and do not contain self-loops, unless stated otherwise.
A graph property is a function P which maps each graph to the value true or false. We as-
sume that isomorphic graphs are mapped to the same value. We say that P holds for graph G or
P(G) holds, if P(G)D true. A graph property P corresponds directly to a decision problem: given
a graph G, does P hold for G? An algorithm decides a property P if it solves the corresponding
decision problem. A property is effectively decidable if an algorithm is known that decides the
property.
We use a slightly non-standard form of a representation of a graph by adjacency lists. For a graph
G D (V; E), this datastructure has the following form. For each vertex v 2 V , there is a record. These
records are in an array (or a list or different data structure for maintaining sets; this is not very important.)
For each vertex v 2 V , there also is a doubly linked list with the edges of v, called the adjacency list of
v, and there are pointers from the record of v to the first and last edge in its adjacency list. Each edge
is represented twice, once for each endpoint, and there are pointers between the two representations of
the same edge. (These latter pointers are different from those in standard adjacency lists, where edges
point to the vertex they represent.) For many details of the parallel versions of our algorithms, we refer
to [8].
DEFINITION 2.1 (Terminal Graph). A terminal graph G is a triple (V; E; X ) with (V; E) a simple
graph, and X µ V an ordered subset of l ‚ 0 vertices. We denote X by hx1; : : : ; xli. Vertices in X are
called terminals or terminal vertices. Vertices in V ¡ X are called inner vertices.
The graphs G and H depicted in Fig. 1 are examples of terminal graphs.
A terminal graph with l terminals (l ‚ 0) is also called an l-terminal graph. Let G D (V, E, X) be an
l-terminal graph, l ‚ 0, with X D hx1; : : : , xli. For each i, 1 • i • l, we call xi the ith terminal of G. A
terminal graph (V, E, X) is said to be open if there are no edges between its terminals.
DEFINITION 2.2. The operation ' maps two terminal graphs G and H with the same number l of
terminals to a simple graph G ' H , by taking the disjoint union of G and H , then identifying for
i D 1; : : : ; l, the i th terminal of G with the ith terminal of H , and removing multiple edges.
For an example of the '-operation, see Fig. 1. Note that the result of an ' operation is a simple
graph, and not a terminal graph.
Two terminal graphs (V1, E1, hx1; : : : , xki) and (V2, E2, hy1; : : : , yli) are said to be isomorphic if k D
l and there is an isomorphism from (V1, E1) to (V2, E2) which maps xi to yi for each i, 1 • i • k.
DEFINITION 2.3 (Reduction Rule). A reduction rule r is an ordered pair (H1, H2), where H1 and H2
are l-terminal graphs for some l ‚ 0.
A match to reduction rule r D (H1; H2) in graph G is a terminal graph G1 which is isomorphic to
H1, such that there is a terminal graph G2 with G D G1 ' G2.
FIG. 1. Example of operation ' applied to two three-terminal graphs.
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FIG. 2. An example of a reduction rule r D (H1; H2) and an application of r to a graph G, resutling in graph G 0. The dotted
lines in G and G 0 denote the parts of G and G 0 that are involved in the reduction.
If G contains a match to r , then an application of r to G is an operation that replaces G by a graph
G 0, such that there are terminal graphs G1;G2 and G3, with G1 isomorphic to H1;G2 isomorphic to
H2, and G D G1 ' G3, G 0 D G2 ' G3. We also say that, in G, G1 is replaced by G2. An application
of a reduction rule is also called a reduction.
Figure 2 shows an example of a reduction rule r and an application of r to a graph G. We depict a
reduction rule (H1, H2) by the two graphs H1 and H2 with an arrow from H1 to H2. Given a reduction
rule r D (H1, H2), we call H1 the left-hand side of r, and H2 the right-hand side of r.
Let G be a graph and rD (H1, H2) a reduction rule. If G contains a match G1 to r, then an application
of r to G which replaces G1 by a terminal graph isomorphic to H2 is called a reduction corresponding
to the match G1.
If there is an application of rule r to graph G which results in a graph G0, then we write G r!G 0.
Let R be a set of reduction rules. For two graphs G and G0, we write G R!G 0 if there exists an r 2 R
with G r!G 0. We say G contains a match G1 if there is an r 2 R such that G1 is a match to r in G. If
G contains no match, then we say that G is irreducible (forR).
The following conditions are useful for a set of reduction rules in order to get a characterization of a
graph property P.
DEFINITION 2.4. Let P be a graph property andR a set of reduction rules.
† R is safe for P if, whenever G R!G 0, then P(G), P(G 0).
† R is complete for P if the set I of irreducible graphs for which P holds is finite.
† R is decreasing if, whenever G R!G 0, then G0 contains fewer vertices than G.
DEFINITION 2.5 (Reduction System). A reduction system for a graph property P is a pair (R; I),
with R a finite set of reduction rules which is safe, complete, and decreasing for P , and I the set of
irreducible graphs for which P holds.
A reduction system (R; I) for a property P gives a complete characterization of P: P(G) holds for
a graph G if and only if any sequence of reductions fromR on G leads to a graph G0 which belongs to
I (i.e. is isomorphic to a graph in I).
The following lemma both serves to show a limit on what problems can be solved with graph reduction,
and can be used to turn algorithms with running time linear in the number of edges into algorithms with
time linear in the number of vertices.
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose property P has a reduction system (R; I). Then, there is a number c; such
that for all graphs G D (V; E) with P (G)D true; jE j • c ¢ jV j.
Proof. Let c1 D maxfjE j=jV jjH D (V; E) 2 Ig. Let c2 D maxfjE1j=(jV1j ¡ jV2j) j (H1 D (V1,
E1), H2 D (V2, E2)) 2 Rg. Take c D maxfc1, c2g. Now, for all G D (V, E) with P(G), we have jEj •
c ¢ jVj. This can be proved with induction. By construction of c, it holds for irreducible graphs. If G
is not irreducible, then there is a reduction rule (H1, H2), that can be applied to G, yielding a graph
G 0 D (V 0; E 0). Now, note that jV j ¡ jV 0j D jV 0j ¡ jV2j, and jEj ¡ jE 0j • jE1j. By induction, jE 0j • c
¢ jV 0j. So, jEj • jE 0j C jE1j • c ¢ (jV 0j C c(jV1j ¡ jV2j) D c ¢ jVj.
2.2. An Efficient Reduction Algorithm
A reduction system (R; I) for a property P corresponds to a polynomial-time algorithm that decides
whether property P holds for a given graph G: repeat applying rules from R starting with the input
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graph, until no rule fromR can be applied anymore. If the resulting graph belongs to the set I, then P
holds for the input graph, otherwise, it does not. The number of reductions that has to be performed is
at most n, since each reduction reduces the number of vertices by at least one. In order to obtain a linear
time reduction algorithm, we define a special type of reduction system (R; I) which has the property
that for any graph G for which P(G) holds, either G belongs to I, or G contains a match which can
be found in an efficient way. We consider the method used in [8], called the bounded adjacency list
search method. (In [8] this method is used to obtain an efficient parallel algorithm; we give an efficient
sequential version of this parallel algorithm in this section.)
DEFINITION 2.6. Let d be a positive integer. Let G be a graph given by some adjacency list represen-
tation and let G1 be an l-terminal graph. We say G1 is d-discoverable in G if
1. G1 is open and connected, and the maximum degree of any vertex in G1 is at most d,
2. there is an l-terminal graph G2 such that GDG1 ' G2, and
3. G1 contains an inner vertex v such that for all vertices w 2 V (G1) there is a walk W in G1 with
W D (u1; u2; : : : ; us), v D u1; w D us , and for each i , 2 • i • s ¡ 1, in the adjacency list of ui in G,
the edges fui¡1; ui g and fui ; uiC1g have distance at most d.
Let G be a graph, d a positive integer, and G1 a d-discoverable terminal graph in G. It can be seen
that there is a walk from any inner vertexw to any other vertexw0 in G1 in which two subsequent edges
have distance at most d in the adjacency list of their common vertex, and each edge occurs at most
twice. (Here we use the fact that an edge in an adjacency list points to the occurrence of that edge in
the adjacency list of the other endpoint.) This, and the fact that each edge in an open terminal graph G1
is incident with an inner vertex (which has degree at most d), implies the following result.
LEMMA 2.2. Let v be a vertex in G. If v is the inner vertex of some d-discoverable match G1 to a
rule (H1; H2); then such a match can be found from v in an amount of time that only depends on the
integer d and the size of G1; but not on the size of the graph G.
DEFINITION 2.7 (Special Reduction System). Let P be a graph property and (R; I) a reduction system
for P . Let nmax be the maximum number of vertices in any left-hand side of a rule r 2 R. (R; I) is a
special reduction system for P if we know positive integers nmin and d; nmin • nmax • d, such that the
following conditions hold.
1. For each reduction rule (H1; H2) 2 R, H1 and H2 are open and connected.
2. For each connected graph G and each adjacency list representation of G, if P(G) holds and G has
at least nmin vertices, then G contains a d-discoverable match.
As a simple example of a special reduction system, consider the graph property P, where P(G) holds
if and only if G is a two-colorable cycle. LetR contain the one reduction rule depicted in Fig. 3, and let
I be the set containing just the cycle on four vertices (see also Fig. 3). It can easily be seen that (R; I)
is a special reduction system for P (d D nmax D nmin D 5).
In Section 2.3, we show that one can find special reduction systems for many problems on graphs of
bounded treewidth.
For the following theorem, we suppose the input graph is given with a list of its vertices and of its
edges. Given a graph G D (V, E), we can first test whether jEj • cjVj, with c as in Lemma 2.1, in
time O(jV j)-(stop as soon as we have seen the (cjVj C1)st edge.) If so, the input can be converted to
the adjacency list representation that is used in this paper. After that, the graph reduction algorithm as
explained below can be used.
THEOREM 2.1. Let P be a graph property. If we have a special reduction system for P; then we have
an algorithm which decides P in O(n) time and O(n) space on connected graphs.
FIG. 3. A reduction system for the property that a graph is a two-colorable cycle.
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Suppose we have a special reduction system for property P. Our algorithm finds d-discoverable
matches and executes the corresponding reductions, until there are no more d-discoverable matches. If
the resulting graph is in I, then P holds for the input graph, and true is returned. Otherwise, false is
returned. The algorithm is a simplified sequential simulation of the parallel algorithm given in [8]. It
resembles the algorithm in [2], but uses O(n) space, whereas the algorithm in [2] uses ˜(np) space,
where p equals the maximum number of terminal vertices in any reduction rule.
We now give the complete algorithm, given the special reduction system (R; I) and the integers nmin
and d.
ALGORITHM Reduce (G)
Input: Connected graph G
Output: P(G)
1. nmax ˆ maxfjV (H )j j H is left-hand side of some r 2Rg
2. Sˆ fv 2 V (G) j deg(v) • dg
3. while S 6D ;
4. do take v 2 S
5. if v is inner vertex of a d-discoverable match G1 to a rule r 2R
6. then apply r to G:
7. let G2 be a new terminal graph isomorphic to H2, such that G1 and G2 have the
same set of terminals
8. replace G1 by G2
9. Sˆ S ¡ fv 2 V (G1) j v is inner vertex of G1g
10. Sˆ S [ fv 2 V (G2) j deg(v) • dg
11. for all terminals x of G2
12. do let L denote the adjacency list of x
13. for all fx; wg 2 L for which L changed within distance d
14. do if deg(w) • d then Sˆ S [ fwg
15. else Sˆ S ¡ fvg
16. if G 2 I then return true else return false
We first show that the algorithm is correct.
LEMMA 2.3. Algorithm Reduce correctly recognizes connected graphs for which a property P holds,
given a special reduction system (R; I) for P.
Proof. Suppose the input graph is connected. Now, one can establish three invariants for the main
loop of the algorithm (G is the graph the algorithm “works with”): G is connected; P(G) holds if and
only if P holds for the input graph; for each d-discoverable match G1 in G, there is a vertex w 2 S
which is an inner vertex of G1. Correctness of the algorithm follows from these invariants, whose proof
we leave to the reader (see [11] for full details).
Consider the time and space complexity of the algorithm.
LEMMA 2.4. Algorithm Reduce uses O(n) time and space.
Proof. We first show that the main loop of the algorithm is iterated O(n) times. We do this by
showing that the number of times a vertex is added to S is O(n). Initially, in line 2, S contains O(n)
vertices. In the main loop, vertices are added to S only if a reduction takes place. Since at most n
reductions take place, and after each reduction, at most a constant number of vertices are added to
S, this means that the total number of vertices added to S during the main loop is also O(n). In each
iteration of the main loop, at least one vertex is removed from S, thus the main loop is executed O(n)
times.
Consider one iteration of the main loop. In line 5, a d-discoverable match in G that contains v as an
inner vertex can be found in constant time, as we described in Lemma 2.2. Furthermore, each reduction
can be done in constant time: each of the O(1) records that must be updated can be found in constant
time. The loop in lines 11–14 can also be done in constant time: during the reduction, it is possible to
store the places in the adjacency lists of the terminals where something changes, so that they can be
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easily found. Testing whether a vertex has degree at most d can be done with O(d) steps by visiting
successive edges on the adjacency list until either all edges are visited or d C 1 edges are seen. Hence
each iteration of the main loop takes O(1) time, and the algorithm can be done in O(n) time.
It is easy to see that the amount of space used by the algorithm is O(n).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
2.3. Decision Problems for Graphs of Bounded Treewidth
In this section, we show that algorithm Reduce can be used for a large class of graph properties on
graphs of bounded treewidth.
DEFINITION 2.8 (Tree Decomposition and Treewidth). Let G D (V; E) be a graph. A tree decompo-
sition TD of G is a pair (T; ´ ), where T D (I; F) is a tree, and ´ D fXi j i 2 I g is a family of subsets
of V , one for each node (vertex) of T , such that
† Si2I Xi D V ,
† for every edge fv;wg 2 E , there is an i 2 I with v 2 Xi , and w 2 Xi , and
† for all i; j; k 2 I , if j is on the path from i to k in T , then Xi \ Xk µ X j .
The width of a tree decomposition ((I; F); fXi j i 2 I g) is maxi2I jXi j ¡ 1. The treewidth of a graph
G, denoted by tw(G), is the minimum width ever all possible tree decompositions of G.
DEFINITION 2.9. Let P be a graph property and l a non-negative integer. For l-terminal graphs G1
and G2, we define the equivalence relation »P;l as follows:
G1 »P;l G2 , for all l-terminal graphs H : P(G1 ' H ), P(G2 ' H ):
Property P is of finite index if for all l ‚ 0;»P;l has finitely many equivalence classes.
Note that a setR of reduction rules for a property P is safe if and only if for each reduction rule (H1,
H2) 2 R, H1 »P;l H2, where l is the number of terminals of H1 and H2.
An equivalence relation »0 is a refinement of an equivalence relation » if each equivalence class of
»0 is a subset of an equivalence class of ». Clearly, if »0 is finite, then so is ».
The following result is well known.
LEMMA 2.5 [9, 13]. Let P1 and P2 be graph properties of finite index. Let Q1 and Q2 be graph
properties defined as follows: for each graph G, Q1(G) D P1(G)^P2(G); and Q2(G) D P1(G)_P2(G).
Then Q1 and Q2 are also of finite index.
The lemma can be proved by using for »Q1;l and »Q2;l as equivalence classes the intersections of
the equivalence classes of »P1;l and »P2;l . From this, it follows that if we have (for l ‚ 0) effectively
decidable refinements of »P1;l and »P2;l of finite index, then we have refinements of »Q1;l and »Q2;l
that are effectively decidable and of finite index.
For each integer k ‚ 1, let T Wk be the graph property defined as follows: for each graph G, T Wk(G)
holds if and only if tw(G) • k.
LEMMA 2.6 [3, 17]. For each fixed k ‚ 1; T Wk is of finite index, and for each l ‚ 0; there is a finite,
effectively decidable refinement of »T Wk ;l .
For a property P and an integer k, we define the property Pk as Pk (G) D P(G) ^ T Wk(G). It follows
from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 that for each fixed k‚ 1, if P is of finite index, then so is Pk , and furthermore,
if we have a refinement»l of»P;l which is effectively decidable, then we have a refinement»0l of»Pk ;l
which is effectively decidable.
Finite index corresponds to “finite state:” for each finite index property P, there exists a linear time
algorithm that decides P on graphs, given their tree decomposition of bounded treewidth. Moreover,
this algorithm is of a special, well-described structure. If we have effectively decidable refinements
of »P1;l for all l ‚ 0, then the algorithm can be constructed. See [1, 9, 10]. The disadvantage of this
algorithm is that a tree decomposition of the input graph is needed. Although for each fixed k, there is
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a linear time sequential algorithm which, given a graph G, checks if tw(G) • k, and if so, computes
a minimum width tree decomposition of G [6], this algorithm is not very practical, due to the large
constant factors involved. With reduction algorithms, one does not need to build a tree decomposition
first. However, reduction algorithms may also have a large constant factor, due to a large number of
reduction rules that must be considered (see Section 7). In a parallel setting, reduction algorithms can
give algorithms for problems on graphs on bounded treewidth that use O(log n) time, whereas finding
a tree decomposition (of constant bounded width three or larger) is not known to have an algorithm that
uses less than O(log2 n) time (see [8]).
The following lemma from [8] basically states that in every connected graph of treewidth at most k,
one can find ˜(n) subgraphs that are “large enough,” but “not too large,” and have at most 2(k C 1)
terminals. As these are d-discoverable, one can find them with an algorithm that looks only at small
portions of adjacency lists.
LEMMA 2.7 [8]. Let k and nmin be positive integers. There are integers d and nmax; 2(nmin ¡ 1) •
nmax • d; and a constant c > 0; such that in each connected graph G of treewidth at most k; if
n ‚ nmin; then G contains at least [cn] d-discoverable open and connected terminal graphs H with at
most 2(k C 1) terminals and nmin• jV (H )j • nmax.
The following theorem was originally proved in [2] for a slightly different kind of special reduction
system. In [8] the proof was adapted for the special reduction system as defined here. The proof given
below is partly based on ideas from [2, 8], but is shorter and easier than the existing proofs. However,
the construction in our proof is also less efficient than the one that can be obtained using the technique
from [2].
THEOREM 2.2. Let P be a graph property and suppose P is of finite index. For each integer k ‚ 1;
there exists a special reduction system (R; I) for Pk.
If P is also effectively decidable, and there is an equivalence relation »l for each l ‚ 0 which is
a finite refinement of »P;l and is effectively decidable, then such a system (R; I) can effectively be
constructed.
Proof. Let k ‚ 1. We first define, non-constructively, a value nmin. Later, we show how to find a
suitable value for nmin. For every l • 2(kC 1) and every equivalence class C of»pk ;l; do the following.
If C contains open and connected l-terminal graphs with treewidth at most k, then choose a representing
open and connected l-terminal graph HC 2 C with treewidth at most k. Now, let nmin be one more than
the maximum number of vertices of all chosen graphs HC . Let d, nmax, and c be as in Lemma 2.7.
Let R denote the set of reduction rules to be built. For all l with 0 • l • 2(k C 1) and for all open
connected l-terminal graphs H with at least nmin and at most nmax vertices and with treewidth at most
k, find a graph H 0 with H »l H 0 and add the rule (H , H 0) to R. (Note that the representative of the
equivalence class that contains H is a possible choice for H 0.)
Let I D fG j G is irreducible ^Pk(G) ^ G is connectedg.
It is easy to see that R is finite: there are finitely many l-terminal graphs with at most nmax vertices.
Safeness of the resulting setR follows directly from the fact that each left- and right-hand side of a rule
inR belong to the same equivalence class of the relation »Pk ;l .
Condition 1 of a special reduction system (Definition 2.7) clearly holds, andR is decreasing.
We now show that R is complete, i.e. that jIj is finite and that condition 2 of Definition 2.7 holds.
Let G be a graph for which Pk(G) holds. Note that tw(G) • k. If G has at least nmin vertices, then, by
Lemma 2.7, G contains at least dcjV (G)je ‚ 1 d-discoverable open and connected terminal graphs H
with at most 2(k C 1) terminals and nmin • jV (H )j • nmax. Hence, by construction of the reduction
system, G contains a d-discoverable match, so condition 2 holds.
This completes the proof thatR is complete, and hence that (R; I) is a special reduction system.
To effectively construct (R; I), note that the construction above can be effectively carried out, once
a suitable value for nmin is given. nmin must have the property that for nmax chosen as in Lemma 2.7,
for every l • 2(k C 1), for every open connected l-terminal graph H with at least nmin and at most nmax
vertices and with treewidth at most k there must be an l-terminal graph H 0 with less than nmin vertices
with H »l H 0. Note that this property can be effectively decided for a given value of nmin. By the
non-constructive argument given at the start of this proof, we know such a value nmin exists. So one can
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just try if nminD 1 is a proper choice, then try if nmin D 2 is a proper choice, etc., until a suitable value
for nmin is found, and then carry out the construction shown above.
From the proof of Theorem 2.2, we can also conclude the following.
COROLLARY 2.1. Let P be a graph property, and for each l ‚ 0; let »l be a refinement of »P;l . Let
k ‚ 1. If»l is finite for each l ‚ 0; then there is a special reduction system (R; I) for Pk; such that for
each (H; H 0) 2 R; H »l H 0. Moreover, if »l and P are effectively decidable, then such a system can
effectively be constructed.
Courcelle [10] has given a large class of graph properties which are of finite index, namely the class
of properties that are definable in Monadic Second Order Logic or MSOL for graphs. MSOL for graphs
G D (V, E) consists of a language in which predicates can be built with
† the logic connectives ^, _, :,) and, (with their usual meanings),
† individual variables which may be vertex variables (with domain V), edge variables (with domain
E ), vertex set variables (with domain P(V ), the power set of V ), and edge set variables (with domain
P(E )),
† the existential and universal quantifiers ranging over variables (9 and 8, respectively), and
† the following binary relations:
—v 2 W , where v is a vertex variable and W a vertex set variable,
—e 2 F , where e is an edge variable and F an edge set variable,
—‘v and w are adjacent in G’, where v and w are vertex variables,
—‘v is incident with e in G’, where v is a vertex variable, and e an edge variable, and
—equality for variables.
Graph properties that can be defined by an MSOL predicate are called MS-definable graph properties.
In [10] it was shown that MS-definable graph properties are of finite index, and from each MSOL
property P, an equivalence »l that is a refinement of »P;l is effectively computable. There are many
(even NP-complete) decision problems which are MS-definable (i.e., the corresponding graph properties
are MS-definable). These include HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT and (for fixed k) k-COLORABILITY (see, e.g., [3]
for a list). Theorem 2.2 now immediately implies the following result.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let P be a graph property which is MS-definable. For each integer k ‚ 1; there is a
linear time algorithm which decides Pk on connected graphs without using a tree decomposition of the
input graph. Moreover, such an algorithm can be automatically constructed from an MSOL predicate
for P.
3. REDUCTION ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS
In this section we extend the results discussed in the previous section to construction problems: we
extend the reduction algorithms to constructive reduction algorithms, which can be used to construct
solutions for decision problems.
The basic idea of a constructive reduction algorithm is the following. The algorithm consists of two
parts. In the first part, an ordinary reduction algorithm is applied. The reduced graph is then passed to
the second part. In this part, a solution is constructed for the reduced graph, if it exists. After that, the
reductions that are applied in Part 1 are undone one by one in reverse order, and each time a reduction
is undone, the solution of the graph is adapted to a solution of the new graph. This results in a solution
of the input graph.
In order to keep the running time and amount of resources for the second part within the same bounds
as for the first part, we must be able to efficiently construct a solution for the new graph from a solution of
the old graph, after an undo-action is applied. Therefore, we require that the new solution can efficiently
be constructed from the old solution.
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In this section we start with definitions of a constructive reduction system and an extension of the
efficient reduction algorithm presented in Section 2.2 to construction problems. After that, we show
how this algorithm can be applied to solve a large class of construction problems on graphs of bounded
treewidth.
3.1. Constructive Reduction Systems and Algorithms
Many graph properties are of the form
P(G) D “there is an S 2 D(G) for which Q(G; S) holds,”
where D(G) is a solution domain (or shortly domain), which is some set depending on G, and Q is an
extended graph property of G and S; i.e., Q(G; S)2 ftrue, falseg for all graphs G and all S 2 D(G). An
S 2 D(G) for which Q(G; S) holds is called a solution for G. For example, for the perfect matching
problem on a graph G; D(G) can be P(E), the power set of E, and for S 2 D(G); Q(G; S) holds if and
only if every vertex in G is the end point of exactly one edge in S. Hence S is a solution for G if and
only if S is a perfect matching of G.
If a graph property is of the form P(G)D “there is an S 2 D(G) for which Q(G; S) holds,” then we
call P a construction property defined by the pair (D, Q).
In this section, we introduce constructive reduction algorithms which, for a construction property P
defined by (D, Q), not only decide P, but if P holds for an input graph G, also construct an S 2 D(G)
for which Q(G; S) holds. To this end, we generalize the notion of a reduction system.
DEFINITION 3.1 (Constructive Reduction System). Let P be a construction property defined by
(D; Q). A constructive reduction system for P is a quadruple (R; I, AR, AI ), where
† (R; I) is a reduction system for P ,
† AR is an algorithm which, given
—a reduction rule r D (H1; H2) 2 R,
—two terminal graphs G1 and G2, such that G1 is isomorphic to H1 and G2 is isomorphic to H2,
—a graph G with G D G2 ' H for some H , and
—an S 2 D(G) for which Q(G; S) holds,
computes an S0 2 D(G1 ' H ) such that Q(G1 ' H; S0) holds,
† AI is an algorithm which, given a graph G which is isomorphic to some H 2 I , computes an
S 2 D(G) for which Q(G; S) holds.
Algorithm AI in a constructive reduction system (R; I; AR; AI ) is used to construct an initial solution
of the reduced graph G, if G 2 I. Algorithm AR is used to reconstruct a solution, each time a reduction
is undone on the graph.
As an example, consider the constructive version of the graph property P which holds for graphs G
which are two-colorable cycles (see the example of Fig. 3): we are looking for a two-coloring of the
graph, if the graph is a two-colorable cycle. For each graph G, let D(G) be the set of partitions (V1; V2) of
V (G), and for each S 2 D(G), let Q(G; S) be true if and only if G is a cycle and S is a two-coloring of G.
We extend the reduction system for P given in Fig. 3 to a constructive reduction system for P .
Algorithm AR uses a table: for reduction rule r D (H1; H2) 2 R, and each possible two-coloring of
the terminal graph H2, it gives a two-coloring of the terminal graph H1 which is the same on the set of
terminals. The contents of this table are depicted in part I of Fig. 4 (equivalent cases are considered only
once; hence, there is only one two-coloring). Given as input a reduction rule r , two terminal graphs G2
and G1, a graph GDG2 'H, and a two-coloring of G, Algorithm AR can easily compute a two-coloring
of G1 ' H using the given table: the algorithm looks which vertices of G2 have which color, and looks
up the corresponding coloring of G1 in the table. Then it removes the inner vertices of G2 from the
solution and adds the inner vertices of G1 in the correct way.
Algorithm AI also uses a table: for the only element H 2 I, this table contains a two-coloring of H.
See part II of Fig. 4. Hence (R; I; AR; AI ) is a constructive reduction system for P defined by (D, Q).
Note that both algorithms can be made to run in O(1) time if we use a convenient data structure.
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FIG. 4. Example of tables used by AR and AI for constructive reduction system for two-colorability on cycles.
In order to make an efficient constructive reduction algorithm based on a constructive reduction
system (R; I; AR; AI ), we need algorithms AR and AI to work efficiently. This is required in a special
constructive reduction system.
DEFINITION 3.2 (Special Constructive Reduction System). Let P be a construction property defined
by (D, Q). A constructive reduction system (R; I; AR; AI ) for P is a special constructive reduction
system for P if
1. (R; I) is a special reduction system for P (Definition 2.7), and
2. algorithms AR and AI run in O(1) time.
Note that the constructive reduction system we gave for two-colorability of cycles is a special construc-
tive reduction system, since Algorithms AI and AR as described take constant time, and we have shown
that the reduction system depicted in Fig. 3 is a special reduction system for the problem.
One way to obtain an Algorithm AR in a constructive reduction system which runs in O(1) time is
to ensure that AR only has to change a solution locally, i.e., that the solution to be constructed only
differs from the input solution in the part of the graph that was involved in the reduction. We use this
technique in most of our algorithms.
Let P be a construction property defined by (D, Q) and let (R; I; AR; AI ) be a special constructive
reduction system for P. The following algorithm computes for a given graph G a solution for G if one
exists.
ALGORITHM REDUCE-CONSTRUCT (G)
Input: Connected graph G
Output: If P(G) holds: an S 2 D(G) for which Q(G; S) holds. If P(G) does not hold: false
1. (⁄ Part 1 ⁄)
2. Apply as many reductions as possible on G in the way of algorithm Reduce. Store the resulting se-
quences (G11;G12), (G21;G22); : : : , (Gt1;Gti ), where t denotes the number of reductions, and for each
i, 1 • i • t, in the ith reduction, Gi1 is replaced by Gi2. Let G be the reduced graph.
3. (⁄ Part 2 ⁄)
4. if G is not isomorphic to a graph in I then return false
5. (⁄ Construct initial solution ⁄)
6. Sˆ AI (G)
7. for i ˆ t downto 1
8. do let r D (H1; H2) 2R such that H1 and Gi1 are isomorphic and H2 and Gi2 are
isomorphic.
9. (⁄ reconstruct solution ⁄)
10. Sˆ AR(r;Gi1;Gi2;G; S)
11. (⁄ undo ith reduction ⁄)
12. replace Gi2 by Gi1 in G
13. return S
It is clear from Lemma 2.3 and the definition of a constructive reduction system that Algorithm
Reduce-Construct is correct. Consider the running time of the algorithm. Part 1 takes O(n) time, by
Lemma 2.4. In Part 2, the initial solution can be constructed in constant time, since Algorithm AI takes
O(1) time. Every undo-action also takes constant time: undoing a reduction can be done in the same
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way as applying it, which takes O(1) time, and Algorithm AR uses O(1) time. Hence the complete
algorithm takes O(n) time. This proves the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.1. Let P be a construction property defined by the pair (D; Q). If we have a special
constructive reduction system for P; then we have an algorithm which, given a connected graph G;
returns; if P(G) holds, a solution S 2 D(G) for which Q(G; S) holds, and returns false if P(G) does
not hold. The algorithm runs in O(n) time and uses O(n) space.
3.2. Construction Problems for Graphs of Bounded Treewidth
In this section we show that Algorithm Reduce-Construct can be used for a large class of construction
properties on graphs of bounded treewidth.
In the remainder, we will require solution domains to be of a specific form: for a graph G, there
is a t with D(G) D D1(G) £ D2(G) £ ¢ ¢ ¢£ Dt (G), where each Di (G) (1 • i • t) is either V , E ,
P(V (G)), orP(E(G)). If D is of this form, we say that D is a t-vertex-edge-tuple or, if t is not important,
a vertex-edge-tuple.
Let D be some solution domain which is a t-vertex-edge-tuple. Let G and H be l-terminal graphs and
let S 2 D(G'H ). We want to be able to restrict S to the terminal graphs G and H. For these restrictions,
we use the notation S[G] and S[H ], defined as follows. Suppose S D (S1; : : : , St ) 2 D(G ' H ). Then
S[G] D (S1[G]; : : : , St [G]), where for each i, Si [G] is defined as follows.
Si [G] D
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
Si \ V (G) if domain of Si isP(V (G ' H ))
Si \ E(G) if domain of Si isP(E(G ' H ))
Si if domain of Si is V (G ' H ) and Si 2 V (G)
Si if domain of Si is E(G ' H ) and Si 2 E(G)
† if domain of Si is V (G ' H ) and Si =2 V (G)
† if domain of Si is E(G ' H ) and Si =2 E(G)
Note that with this definition, S[G] does not contain any vertices or edges which are not in G.
DEFINITION 3.3. Let D be a vertex-edge-tuple. For each l ‚ 0, and each l-terminal graph G,
define
D[ ](G) D fS[G] j S 2 D(G ' H ) for some l-terminal graph Hg:
Each S 2 D[ ](G) is called a partial solution of G.
Let D be a vertex-edge-tuple. Note that, for each two l-terminal graphs G and H (l ‚ 0) and SG 2
D[ ](G) and SH 2 D[ ](H), there is at most one S 2 D(G ' H ) such that S[G] D SG and S[H ] D SH .
DEFINITION 3.4. Let D be a vertex-edge-tuple. Let G and H be l-terminal graphs, let SG 2 D[ ](G)
and SH 2 D[ ](H). If there is an S 2 D(G ' H ) such that S[G] D SG and S[H ] D SH , then (G; SG)
and (H; SH ) are called '-compatible, and we write SG ' SH D S.
The intuition behind'-compatibility is the following: if (G, SG) and (H, SH ) are'-compatible, then
SG and SH can be “glued” onto each other in order to get a solution in G ' H.
Let P be a construction property defined by (D, Q). Let G and H be terminal graphs, and let S 2 D[ ](G)
and S0 2 D[ ](H ). The value of Q(G'H; S'S0) is only defined if G and H are both l-terminal graphs for
some l ‚ 0, and (G, S) and (H; S0) are'-compatible. For shorter notation, we define Q(G'H; S' S0)
to be false if G and H are not both l-terminal graphs for some l ‚ 0, or if (G; S) and (H; S0) are not
'-compatible.
DEFINITION 3.5 (Compatibility). Let D be a vertex-edge-tuple. Let G1 and G2 be l-terminal graphs
for some l ‚ 0, and let S1 2 D[ ](G1) and S2 2 D[ ](G2). Then (G1, S1) and (G2, S2) are compatible if
for each l-terminal graph H and each S 2 D[ ](H ), (G1, S1) is '-compatible with (H; S) if and only if
(G2, S2) is '-compatible with (H; S).
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The intuition behind compatibility is the following: if (G1, S1) and (G2, S2) are compatible, then for
each terminal graph H with the same number of terminals as G1 (and G2), any partial solution SH in H
that can be “glued” upon S1 can also be glued upon S2, and vice versa.
Note that compatibility is an equivalence relation. The set of all equivalence classes of this relation
is denoted by Ccmp;l , for each l, and the equivalence classes are also called compatibility classes.
CLAIM 3.1. Let D be a vertex-edge-tuple, l ‚ 0. The corresponding equivalence relation Ccmp;l is
of finite index.
Proof. Suppose D is a t-vertex-edge-tuple. Consider (G1, S1) and (G2, S2) and suppose S1 D (S11,
: : : , S1t ) and S2 D (S21, : : : , S2t ). (G1, S1) and (G2, S2) are'-compatible, if and only if for each i, 1 • i
• t, the following holds:
1. If Di (G1) is of the form V (G1), then either S1i and S2i are respectively an internal vertex in G1
and in G2, or they are the “same” terminal vertex of G1 and of G2, or they are both †.
2. If Di (G1) is of the form E(G1), then either S1i and S2i are internal edges in G1 and G2 or they are
an edge between the “same” two terminal vertices in G1 and G2, or they are both †.
3. Di (G1) is of the form P(V (G1)), then S1 and S2 contain the “same” terminal vertices of G1 and
of G2.
4. Di (G1) is of the form P(E(G1)), then S1 and S2 contain the “same” edges between two terminal
vertices of G1 and of G2.
Here, we consider the ith terminal vertex of G1 to be the “same” as the ith terminal vertex of G2, and
likewise for edges between terminals.
From the above, it follows that there are only a finite number of cases; hence Ccmp;l is of finite
index.
For two equivalence classes C and C 0 of some equivalence relation which is a refinement of com-
patibility, we say that C and C 0 are '-compatible if, for each (G, S) 2 C and (H; S0) 2 C 0; (G; S) and
(H; S0) are '-compatible.
Let P be a construction property defined by (D, Q), where D is a vertex-edge-tuple.
DEFINITION 3.6. For each l ‚ 0;»Q;l is an equivalence relation on pairs of l-terminal graphs and
partial solutions, which is defined as follows. Let G1;G2 be l-terminal graphs, and S1;2 D[ ](G1) and
S2 2 D[ ](G2).
(G1; S1) »Q;l (G2; S2), (G1; S1) and (G2; S2) are compatible and
for all l-terminal graphs H and all S 2 D[ ](H ):
Q(G1 ' H; S1 ' S)· Q(G2 ' H; S2 ' S)
The set of equivalence classes of »Q;l is denoted by CQ;l , and for each l-terminal graph G and S 2
D[ ](G), the equivalence class of CQ;l that contains (G; S) is denoted by ecQ;l(G; S).
By »r Q;l we usually denote an equivalence relation which is a refinement of »Q;l . By Cr Q;l we
denote the set of equivalence classes of »r Q;l , and for each l-terminal graph G and each S 2 D[ ](G),
ecr Q;l(G; S) D C if (G; S) is i n equivalence class C 2 Cr Q;l .
DEFINITION 3.7. Let»r Q;l be a refinement of»Q;l for each l ‚ 0. By…r Q;l we denote the equivalence
relation on l-terminal graphs which is defined as follows. For every two l-terminal graphs G1 and G2,
G1 …r Q;l G2 , fecr Q;l(G1; S1) j S1 2 D[ ](G1)g D fecr Q;l(G2; S2) j S2 2 D[ ](G2)g:
Suppose P is a construction property defined by (D; Q). For each k ‚ 1, let Qk denote the property
with for each graph G and each S 2 D(G); Qk(G; S) holds if and only if Q(G; S)^ T Wk(G) holds.
Note that Pk is the construction property defined by (D; Qk).
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For each k ‚ 1 , let »r Qk;l be the refinement of »r Q;l which is defined as follows. For every two
l-terminal graphs G1 and G2 and each S1 2 D[ ](G1) and S2 2 D[ ](G2),
(G1; S1) »r Qk;l (G2; S2), (G1; S1) »r Q;l (G2; S2) ^ G1 »T Wk ;l G2:
LEMMA 3.1. Let »r Q;l be a refinement of »Q;l , and let k ‚ 1.
1: For each l ‚ 0;…r Q;l is a refinement of …Q;l .
2: For each l ‚ 0;…Q;l is a refinement of »P;l .
3: For each l ‚ 0; if »r Q;l is finite, then …r Q;l is finite.
4: For each l ‚ 0; if »r Q;l is finite, then …r Qk;l is finite.
Proof.
1: Follows directly from the definition of …r Q;l .
2: Follows from the fact that for every two l-terminal graphs G1 and G2, if G1 …Q;l G2, then for
each S1 2 D[ ](G1) there is an S2 2 D[ ](G2) such that (G1, S1) »Q;l (G2, S2).
3: The number of equivalence classes of …r Q;l is at most 2jCr Q;l j.
4: Follows from Lemmas 2.6 and 2.5.
The next theorem is the analog of Theorem 2.2 for construction properties: we give a set of conditions
for a construction property P, and we show that these conditions are sufficient for proving the existence
of a special constructive reduction system for Pk for any k ‚ 1.
THEOREM 3.2. Let P be a construction property defined by (D; Q); and suppose that D is a vertex-
edge-tuple. If»Q;l has finitely many equivalence classes for each l‚ 0; then for each k‚ 1, there exists
a special constructive reduction system (R; I; AR; AI ) for Pk defined by (D; Qk).
If, in addition, Q and a finite refinement »r Q;l of »Q;l are effectively decidable, then such a special
constructive reduction system can effectively be constructed. Moreover, for each rule (H1; H2) in this
system, H1 …r Q;l H2.
Proof. Let k ‚ 1. Since jCQ;l j is finite, …Qk;l has a finite number of equivalence classes, and it is a
refinement of »Pk ;l .
Let (R; I) be a special reduction system for Pk , such that for each rule (H1, H2) 2 R; H1 …r Qk;l H2
(and hence H1 …Qk;l H2). By Corollary 2.1, such a system exists.
Suppose Q is effectively decidable and a finite refinement»r Q;l of»Q;l is effectively decidable. Now
P is effectively decidable, because one can enumerate all elements of the solution domain D(G) for
a given graph G, and check for each element if it is a solution. Also, »r Qk;l is effectively decidable,
because »r Q;l and »T Wk ;l are effectively decidable. Now, because for each l-terminal graph G, D[ ](G)
is of finite size, …r Qk;l is effectively decidable. Thus, the system (R; I) can be effectively constructed.
Note that for each constructed rule (H1, H2), one has that H1 …r Qk;l H2).
We now describe Algorithms AR and AI for which (R; I; AR, AI ) is a special constructive reduction
system for Pk . Both Algorithms AR and AI use tables (see also the example for two-colorability in
Fig. 4).
For Algorithm AR, we make a table which contains for each rule (H1, H2) 2 R and each S2 2 D[ ](H2)
an S1 2D[ ](H1) such that (H1, S1)»r Qk;l (H2, S2). This table is computed as follows. For each reduction
rule (H1, H2) inR, we construct all S1 2D[ ](H1) and all S2 2D[ ](H2). Then, for each S2 2D[ ] (H2), we
pick one S1 2 D[ ](H1) for which (H1; S1) »r Q;l (H2; S2). Note that the size of these tables depend only
on the problem P, hence for a fixed problem P have O(1) size. The tables can be effectively constructed
if Q is effectively decidable and »r Q;l is effectively decidable.
For Algorithm AI , we make a table which contains for each H 2 I a solution S of H. This is done as
follows. For each H 2 I, we construct all S 2 D(H ), and we pick one such S for which Q(H; S) holds.
These tables can be effectively constructed if Q is effectively decidable.
In order to make Algorithms AR and AI run in O(1) time, we use a data structure for storing tuples
S D (S1; : : : ; St ) 2 D[ ](G) which consists of an array of t data structures, one for each Si . If Si is a
set of vertices or edges, then these vertices or edges are put in a (doubly linked) list. If Si is a vertex or
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edge, or †, then this vertex or edge or † is stored. Furthermore, we keep a pointer from each vertex and
edge in the adjacency list data structure of the graph to each place in the new additional data structure
where this vertex or edge occurs. There are at most t of these pointers for each vertex and each edge.
This implies that algorithm AI can be made to run in O(1) time.
Consider Algorithm AR. Suppose we have a rule (H1, H2) to undo, and we have terminal graphs G1
and G2 (isomorphic to H1 and H2, respectively), a graph G D G2 ' H for some H, and an S 2 D(G)
for which Q(G; S) holds. Now we compute an S0 2 D(G1 ' H ) such that Q(G1 ' H; S0) holds,
as follows. First, we compute S[G2] as follows. Make a new data structure for S[G2] with Si [G2]
empty for each i. For each vertex v in G2, follow the pointers from v to the places in which it occurs
in S, and for each part Si of S in which v occurs, add v to Si [G2]. Do the same for the edges. Then
for each i, check to see if Si should be a vertex or edge, but there is no vertex or edge in the data
structure at the location of Si [G2], and if so, add † to Si [G2]. This can all be done in constant time,
since G2 has constant size, and each vertex or edge occurs at most once in each Si , so at most t times
in S.
Next, find an S0 D (S01; : : : ; S0t ) 2 D[ ](G1) with the table that is kept for rule r (note that (G1; S0) »r Qk;l
(G2; S[G2])). This can again be done in constant time.
Then compute S0 ' S[H ] as follows. Remove all vertices and edges of G2 from S. Next, for each i,
1 • i • t, append the list S0i to the list Si [H] (do not copy †). The resulting data structure represents
S0 ' S[H ]. Hence Algorithm AR uses O(1) time.
As an important special case, we now consider the MS-definable construction properties. The con-
struction properties defined by (D; Q), where D is a vertex-edge-tuple and Q is an MS-definable
extended graph property, correspond exactly to the MS-definable construction problems (see, e.g., [3]).
These MS-definable construction problems can be solved in O(n) time and space for graphs of bounded
treewidth if a tree decomposition of bounded width is given for the input graph.
THEOREM 3.3. Let P be a construction property defined by (D; Q); where D is a vertex-edge-tuple
and Q is MS-definable. For each k ‚ 1 there is a special constructive reduction system for Pk; which
can be effectively constructed if a definition of Q in MSOL is known.
Proof. In [9] it was shown that for each r‚ 1, there is a homomorphism h, mapping each pair (G, S),
where either G is an ordinary graph and S 2 D(G) or G is an l-terminal graph, l • r , and S 2 D[ ](G),
to an element of a finite set Ar , such that the following conditions hold.
1. For every two graphs G1 and G2, and each S1 2 D(G1) and S2 2 D(G2), if h(G1; S1) D
h(G2; S2), then Q(G1; S1) D Q(G2; S2).
2. There is a function f' : Ar £ Ar ! Ar , such that for each l • r , every two l-terminal graphs
G and H, and each S 2 D[ ](G) and S0 2 D[ ](H ), if (G, S) and (H; S0) are '-compatible, then
h(G ' H; S ' S0) D f'(h(G; S); h(H; S0)):
This homomorphism can be computed from an MSOL predicate for Q.
For each l ‚ 0, each l-terminal graph G and S 2 D[ ](G), let ecl(G, S) D (h(G; S), C), where
C 2 Ccmp;l is such that (G, S) belongs to compatibility class C. Furthermore, let Cl D Ar £ Ccmp;l , and
let (G1; S1) »l (G2; S2) if and only if ecl(G1; S1) D ecl(G2, S2). Since jAr j and jCcmp;l j are both finite,
jCl j is also finite. We now show that »l is a refinement of »Q;l .
Let l ‚ 0, let G1 and G2 be l-terminal graphs, and let S1 2 D[ ](G1) and S2 2 D[ ](G2), such
that (G1; S1) »l (G2, S2). We have to show that for all l-terminal graphs H and all S 2 D[ ](H ),
Q(G1' H; S1' S) D Q(G2' H; S2' S). Let H be an l-terminal graph, and let S 2 D[ ](H ) such that
(G1, S1) and (H, S) are '-compatible. Then, since h(G1; S1) D h(G2; S2),
h(G1 ' H; S1 ' S) D f'(h(G1; S1); h(H; S))
D f'(h(G2; S2); h(H; S))
D h(G2 ' H; S2 ' S):
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Hence Q(G1 ' H; S1 ' S) D Q(G2 ' H; S2 ' S). This shows that the conditions of Theorem 3.2
hold.
Theorem 3.3 implies that for each MS-definable construction property, there is a linear time and space
algorithm which solves P constructively on graphs of bounded treewidth, without making use of a tree
decomposition of the input graph. For instance, this gives linear time algorithms for the constructive
versions of HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT and k-COLORABILITY for fixed k, all on graphs of bounded treewidth.
4. REDUCTION ALGORITHMS FOR OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
In this section we show how the idea of reduction algorithms can be extended to optimization problems.
The general idea is to extend the reduction algorithm as follows. During the reductions, an integer is kept
which is initially zero. Each time a reduction is applied, this integer is increased (or possibly decreased)
by some specified amount. When no more reductions are possible, the integer represents the optimal
value of the problem.
In Section 4.1 we show how this algorithm can be made to work: we extend reduction systems to
reduction-counter systems and give an efficient reduction algorithm based on such a system. In Section
4.2 we show that this algorithm can be used for a large class of optimization problems on graphs of
small treewidth.
4.1. Reduction-Counter Systems and Algorithms
Let 8 be a function which maps each graph to a value in Z[ ffalseg (we assume that isomorphic
graphs are mapped to the same value). Typically, 8 will be an optimization problem such as MAX
INDEPENDENT SET. We will call 8 a graph optimization problem. The value false is used to denote
that a certain condition does not hold, i.e., that there is no optimum for a graph. Let Z denote the set
Z[ ffalseg. Define additon on Z as follows: if i; j 2Z, then we take for i C j the usual sum, and for
all i 2 Z; i C falseD falseC i D false.
Instead of reduction rules, we use reduction-counter rules for graph optimization problems.
DEFINITION 4.1 (Reduction-Counter Rule). A reduction-counter rule is a pair (r , i), where r is a
reduction rule and i an integer.
A match to a reduction-counter rule (r , i) in a graph G is a match to r in G.
If G contains a match to a reduction-counter rule r 0 D (r; i), then an application of r 0 to a graph G and
an integer counter cnt is an operation which applies r to G and replaces cnt by cntC i . An application
of a reduction-counter rule is also called a reduction.
Let G and G 0 be two graphs. If there is a reduction-counter rule r such that applying r to G and some
counter cnt can result in G 0, then we write G r
0!G 0. If we have a set R of reduction-counter rules, we
write G R!G 0 if there exists an r 2 R with G r!G 0. If a graph G has no match in R, then we say that
G is irreducible (w.r.t.R).
We extend the notions of safeness, completeness, and decreasingness to reduction-counter rules.
DEFINITION 4.2. Let 8 be a graph optimization problem andR a set of reduction-counter rules.
† R is safe for 8 if, whenever G r!G 0 for some r D (r 0; i) 2 R, then 8(G) D 8(G 0)C i .
† R is complete for 8 if the set I of irreducible graphs G for which 8(G) 6D false is finite.
† R is decreasing if whenever G R!G 0, then G 0 contains fewer vertices than G.
DEFINITION 4.3 (Reduction-Counter System). A reduction-counter system for a graph optimization
problem8 is a triple (R; I; `) whereR is a finite set of reduction-counter rules which is safe, complete
and decreasing for 8; I is the set of graphs G which are irreducible and for which 8(G) 6D false, and
` is a function mapping each graph G 2 I to the value 8(G).
As a simple example we give a reduction-counter system for the optimization problem MAX
INDEPENDENT SET on cycles: for each graph G, if G is a cycle then 8(G) is the size of a maximum
independent set in G, otherwise 8(G)D false. LetR D f(r; 1)g where r is the reduction rule depicted
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FIG. 5. A reduction rule and a set of irreducible graphs that form the basis for a reduction-counter system for MAX INDEPENDENT
SET on cycles.
in Fig. 5, let I D fCs;C4g, where C3 and C4 are the cycles on three and four vertices (see Fig. 5), and
let `(C3) D 1, `(C4) D 2. It can easily be seen that (R; I; `) is a reduction-counter system for 8.
Let 8 be a graph optimization problem. Let P be the graph property such that for each graph
G; P(G)D true if 8(G)2Z and P(G)D false if 8(G)D false. We call P the derived graph property
(of 8). From a reduction-counter system (R; I, `) for 8, we can derive a reduction system for P: let
R0 D fr j (r; i) 2 R for some i 2Zg. Then (R0, I) is a reduction system for P . We call this system the
derived reduction system (fromR; I, `)).
If we are given a reduction-counter system S D (R; I; `) for a graph optimization problem 8, we
can again use a reduction algorithm to solve8 in polynomial time. Let S 0 denote the derived reduction
system. A reduction algorithm based on S is a modification of a reduction algorithm for the derived
graph property based on S 0: instead of repeatedly applying reduction rules from S 0 on the input graph
G, repeatedly apply reduction-counter rules from S on the graph G and a counter cnt. Initially, cnt is
set to zero.
Let G j denote the graph after the jth reduction is done, and let cnt j denote the value of the counter
at this moment (hence G0 denotes the input graph, and cnt0 D 0). It is important to note that the sum
8(G j )C cnt j is invariant during the reduction process, because of the safeness property. Thus, at each
moment in the reduction algorithm, 8(G0) D 8(G j )C cnt j . Hence, when the reduction process stops
after t iterations, because Gt is irreducible, then8(G0) 2 Z if and only if Gt 2 I (or, more precisely, G is
isomorphic to a graph H 2 I). Hence if Gt 2 I, then8(G0) D `(Gt )Ccntt , otherwise,8(G0)D false.
DEFINITION 4.4 (Special Reduction-Counter System). A special reduction-counter system is a
reduction-counter system for which the derived reduction system is a special reduction system
(Definition 2.7).
Note that the reduction-counter system for MAX INDEPENDENT SET on cycles that we have given above
is also a special reduction-counter system for this problem.
Clearly, if we have a special reduction-counter system for a graph optimization problem 8, then we
can apply the modifications described above to Algorithm Reduce in order to get a linear time algorithm
for solving 8 on connected graphs.
THEOREM 4.1. Let8 be a graph optimization problem. If we have a special reduction-counter system
for 8; then we have an algorithm which, for each connected graph G, computes 8(G) in O(n) time
with O(n) space.
4.2. Optimization Problems for Graphs of Bounded Treewidth
In this section, we derive a result for reduction-counter systems which is similar to Theorem 2.2.
In analogy with »P;l for graph properties P , we define an equivalence relation »8;l for graph
optimization problems 8.
DEFINITION 4.5. For a graph optimization problem 8 the equivalence relation »8;l on l-terminal
graphs is defined as follows. Let G1 and G2 be two l-terminal graphs:
G1 »8;l G2 , there is an i 2 Z such that for all l-terminals graphs H :
8(G1 ' H ) D 8(G2 ' H )C i:
Optimization problem 8 is of finite integer index if »8;l is finite for each fixed l.
Note that if a reduction-counter rule ((H; H 0); i) is safe for a graph optimization problem 8, then
H »8;l H 0. Furthermore, if H »8;l H 0 for two l-terminal graphs H and H 0, then there is an i 2Z such
that the reduction-counter rule ((H; H 0); i) is safe for8. Note furthermore that, for each l ‚ 0; »8;l is
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a refinement of »P;l , where P is the derived graph property of 8. Hence if 8 is of finite integer index,
then the derived property P is of finite index.
For any graph optimization problem 8 and any integer k ‚ 1, 8k is the graph optimization problem
in which for each graph G,
8k(G) D
(
false if tw(G) > k
8(G) otherwise:
If 8 is of finite integer index, then for each k ‚ 1, 8k is of finite integer index. This can be seen as
follows. The relation»r8k ;l , defined by G1 »r8k ;l G2 , G1 »T Wk ;l G2^G1 »8;l G2 for all l-terminal
graphs G1;G2 is a refinement of »8k ;l . As T Wk is of finite index (Lemma 2.6), it also has a finite
number of equivalence classes (this is similar to Lemma 2.5).
The following theorem is the analog of Theorem 2.2 for finite integer index problems.
THEOREM 4.2. Let8 be a graph optimization problem of finite integer index. For each integer k ‚ 1
there exists a special reduction-counter system for 8k .
If 8 is also effectively computable and there is an equivalence relation »l ; for each l ‚ 0; which is
a finite refinement of »8;l and is effectively decidable, then such a special reduction-counter system S
can effectively be constructed. Moreover, for each reduction-counter rule ((H; H 0); i) in S, H »l H 0.
Proof. Let k ‚ 1. Let P be the derived graph property of 8. Since for each l ‚ 0; »8k ;l is a
refinement of »Pk ;l , Corollary 2.1 implies that there is a special reduction system S D (R; I) for
P , such that for each (H; H 0) 2 R; H »8k ;l H 0. We show that we can construct a special reduction-
counter system for8 for which S is the derived reduction system. For each reduction rule (H; H 0), make
a reduction-counter rule ((H; H 0); i), where i D 0 if for all G;8(H ' G)D false (and hence 8(H 0 '
G)D false), and where i D 8(H 'G)¡8(H 0 'G) for some G such that8(H 'G) 2 Z otherwise.
LetR0 denote the set of all these reduction-counter rules. Let ` : I ! Z be the function mapping each
graph G 2 I to its value 8(G). Then (R0; I; `) is a special reduction-counter system for 8.
If 8 is effectively computable and we have a refinement »l of »8;l , for each l ‚ 0, then 8k is
effectively computable and P and Pk are effectively decidable. Hence we can effectively construct a
special reduction system (R; I) for Pk , such that for each rule (H; H 0); H »l H 0. Furthermore, we can
turn this reduction system in a special reduction-counter system (R0; I; `) for 8 in the following way.
The function ` can be computed by simply computing 8(G) for each G 2 I .
For each reduction rule r D (H; H 0) 2 R, we compute an integer i such that (r, i) is a safe reduction-
counter rule in R0. Suppose H and H 0 are l-terminal graphs. Let G be a finite set of l-terminal graphs
containing at least one terminal graph from each equivalence class of »8;l . Such a set G can be
effectively computed, in a way similar to that for finite index problems (use techniques similar to
those in [2, 17].) Now if there is a G 2 G for which 8(H ' G) 2 Z, then take any such G, and let
i D 8(H ' G) ¡ 8(H 0 ' G). Note that, since H »8;l H 0, for each G 2 G with 8(G ' H ) 2 Z,
8(G ' H ) ¡ 8(G ' H 0) has the same value, hence this gives a proper value. If G contains no graph
G for which 8(H ' G) 2 Z, then let i D 0. Note that in this case, for every l-terminal graph G,
8(H ' G) D 8(H 0 ' G)D false, and hence 8(H ' G) D false D falseC 0 D 8(H 0 ' G)C i . Let
R0 be the set of all reduction-counter rules that are found this way.
Unfortunately, we cannot apply Theorem 4.2 to all MS-definable graph optimization problems (see,
e.g., [3] for a definition). Hence the analog of Corollary 2.2 does not hold for optimization problems.
However, there are a number of problems that we can prove to be of finite integer index. We give
them in the next theorem. In Section 5.2 we prove that these problems are of finite integer index
(Theorem 5.3). These proofs make use of techniques introduced for constructive optimization problems
in Section 5. Definitions of the problems can also be found in Theorem 5.3. (Note that there, problems
are given as constructive optimization problems, whereas in the next theorem, we use the corresponding
non-constructive forms.)
THEOREM 4.3. The following problems are of finite integer index: SIZE OF MAX INDUCED d-DEGREE
SUBGRAPH for all d ‚ 1; SIZE OF MAX INDEPENDENT SET; SIZE OF MIN VERTEX COVER, SIZE OF MIN p-
DOMINATING SET for all p ‚ 1; SIZE OF MAX CUT on graphs with bounded degree, SIZE OF MIN PARTITION
INTO CLIQUES; SIZE OF MIN HAMILTONIAN PATH COMPLETION; and VALUE OF MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.
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FIG. 6. The graphcs Gn (n ‚ 2), H and H 0 for MIN COVERING BY CLIQUES.
As said before, there are a number of optimization problems which are MS-definable but not of finite
integer index. MS-definability implies that standard methods can be used to solve these problems in
O(n) time sequentially if a tree decomposition of the input graph is given. We state a number of these
problems in the next theorem. We prove only for one problem that it is not of finite integer index; the
other proofs are similar, and can be found in [11].
THEOREM 4.4. The following problems are not of finite integer index.
Size of Max Cut. Given a graph G, what is the maximum size of a set E 0 µ E , such that there is a
partition (V1; V2) of V (G) with E 0 being the edges with one end point in V1 and one in V2?
Size of Min Covering by Cliques. Given a graph G, what is the minimum cardinality of a set of
cliques in G, such that each edge of G is contained in at least one clique in the set.
Length of Longest Path. Given a graph G, what is the maximum length of a simple path in G?
Length of Longest Cycle. Given a graph G, what is the maximum length of a simple cycle in G?
Proof. We only give the proof for MIN COVERING BY CLIQUES. For each graph G, let 8(G) denote
the minimum number of cliques to cover G. We show that»8;l has infinitely many equivalence classes
for l D 2 by giving an infinite set of two-terminal graphs and showing that the elements of this set are
pairwise not equivalent.
For each n ‚ 1, let Gn be the two-terminal graph with (see also Fig. 6)
V (Gn) D fx1; x2g [ fa1; : : : ; ang; and
E(Gn) D ffxi ; a j g j 1 • i • 2 ^ 1 • j • ng:
Vertices x1 and x2 are the first and the second terminal, respectively.
Let G D fGn j n ‚ 1g. We show that for each Gn;Gm 2 G, if n 6D m, then Gn 6»8;2 Gm .
Let H be the two-terminal graph consisting of terminals y1 and y2 and no edges, and let H 0 be the
two-terminal graph consisting of terminals y1 and y2 and edge fy1; y2g (see Fig. 6).
For each i; i ‚ 1;8(Gi ' H ) D jE(Gi )j D 2i , since Gi ' H contains no cliques of more than two
vertices. Furthermore,8(Gi ' H 0) D jffx1; x2; a j g j 1 • j • ngj D i . This means that for all n and m,
n 6D m,
8(Gn ' H )¡8(Gm ' H ) D 2n ¡ 2m 6D n ¡ m D 8(Gn ' H 0)¡8(Gm ' H 0);
and hence Gn 6»8;2 Gm . This shows that the number of equivalence classes of »8;2 is infinite.
5. REDUCTION ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRUCTIVE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
In this section we show how the ideas of constructive reduction algorithms and of reduction algo-
rithms for optimization problems can be combined for constructive optimization problems. We start
with a definition of a constructive reduction-counter system and an efficient reduction algorithm for
constructive optimization problems. After that, we show that this algorithm can be used to solve a large
class of constructive optimization problems on graphs of bounded treewidth.
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5.1. Constructive Reduction-Counter Systems and Algorithms
Many graph optimization problems are of the form
8(G) D optfz(S) j S 2 D(G) ^ Q(G; S)g;
where D is a solution domain, for each S 2 D(G), z is a function from D(G) to Z; Q is a relation
between the set of graphs and D, and either optDmax or optDmin. (If there is no S 2 D(G) for which
Q(G; S) D true, then we define8(G) to be false.) If8 is of this form, then we say8 is a constructive
optimization problem defined by the quadruple (D, Q, z, opt). MAX INDEPENDENT SET is an example
of such an optimization problem: for this problem, we can choose optD max; D(G) D P(V (G)),
Q(G; S)D true, if and only if for each v;w;2 S, fv;wg =2 E(G), and z(S) D jSj.
In this section, we consider reduction algorithms for constructive optimization problems 8 which
return the value of 8(G) for an input graph G, and also construct (if 8(G) 6D false) an optimal
solution for G, i.e. a solution S 2 D(G) for which Q(G; S)D true and z(S) D 8(G). Again we only
consider solution domains D which are vertex-edge-tuples. We first define the constructive version of
a reduction-counter system.
DEFINITION 5.1 (Constructive Reduction-Counter System). Let 8 be a constructive optimization
problem defined by (D, Q, z, opt). A constructive reduction-counter system for 8 is a quintuple
(R; I; `; AR; AI ), where
† (R; I; `) is a reduction-counter system for 8 (Definition 4.3),
† AR is an algorithm which, given
—a reduction rule r D ((H1; H2); i) 2 R,
—two terminal graphs G1 and G2, such that G1 is isomorphic to H1 and G2 is isomorphic to H2,
—a graph G with G D G2 ' H for some H , and
—an S 2 D(G) for which Q(G; S)D true and z(S) D 8(G),
computes an S0 2 D(G1 ' H ) for which Q(G1 ' H; S0) D true and z(S0) D 8(G1 ' H ),
† AI is an algorithm which, given a graph G which is isomorphic to some H 2 I, computes an
S 2 D(G) for which Q(G; S) D true and z(S) D 8(G).
As an example, consider the optimization problem 8 defined as follows. For each graph G;8(G)
is the maximum size of an independent set if G is a cycle, 8(G) D false otherwise (see Section 4.1).
Consider the constructive version of 8 defined by (D; Q; z;max), where D, Q and z are defined as
follows. For each graph G; D(G) D P(V (G)), and for each S 2 D(G); Q(G; S) D true if and only if
G is a cycle and S is an independent set of G, and z(S) D jSj.
We extend the reduction-counter system for8 depicted in Fig. 5 to a constructive reduction-counter
system for 8. Therefore, we again use the table method used in the proof of Theorem 3.2. For al-
gorithm AR, we make a table which contains the following information. For the only reduction rule
r D ((H1; H2); i) 2 R and each independent set S2 of H2 for which there is a maximum indepen-
dent set S in some graph H2 ' H with S2 D S \ V (H2), the table contains an independent set S1
of H1 such that S1 and S2 contain the same terminals and jS1j D jS2j C 1. All these cases are de-
picted in part I of Fig. 7 (equivalent cases are given only once). Note that algorithm AR can be made
to run in O(1) time with this table, since it only has to remove inner vertices of H2 from the inde-
pendent set of the old graph and add some inner vertices of H1 to the independent set of the new
graph.
For algorithm AI , we make a table which contains for each H 2 I a maximum independent set of
H (see part II of Fig. 7). Algorithm AI also uses O(1) time. It can be seen that (R; I; `; AR; AI ) is a
constructive reduction-counter system for 8 defined by (D; Q; z;max).
Let 8 be a constructive optimization problem defined by (D, Q, z, opt). Let P be the construction
property defined by (D, Q). We call P the derived construction property. From a constructive reduction-
counter system (R; I; `; AR; AI ) for 8 we can derive a constructive reduction system S for P: let
R0 D fr j (r; i) 2 Rg, and let S D (R0; I; AR; AI ). We call S the derived constructive reduction
system.
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FIG. 7. Tables for algorithms AR and AI for constructive reduction-counter system for MAX INDEPENDENT SET on cycles.
DEFINITION 5.2 (Special Constructive Reduction-Counter System). A special constructive reduction-
counter system is a constructive reduction-counter system whose derived constructive reduction system
is special.
Note that the constructive reduction-counter system that we gave for MAX INDEPENDENT SET on cycles
is special.
Let 8 be a constructive optimization problem defined by (D, Q, z, opt), such that D is a vertex-
edge-tuple. Let S D (R; I; `; AR; AI ) be a special constructive reduction-counter system for 8. We
can modify Algorithm Reduce-Construct (Section 3.1) to obtain a constructive reduction algorithm
for 8 based on S: in part 1, use the reduction-counter algorithm as described in Section 4.1 instead
of Algorithm Reduce. In Part 2, line 6 of Algorithm Reduce-Construct, store the value `(G) in some
variable opt. In line 13, return with S the value opt.
Hence we have the following result.
THEOREM 5.1. Let 8 be a constructive optimization problem defined by (D; Q; z; opt). If we have
a special constructive reduction-counter system for 8 then we have an algorithm which, given any
connected graph G, computes8(G) and, if8(G) 6D false, computes an S 2 D(G) such that Q(G; S) D
true and z(S) D 8(G). The algorithm uses O(n) time and space.
5.2. Constructive Optimization Problems for Graphs of Bounded Treewidth
In this section we give a number of conditions for constructive optimization problems on graphs
of bounded treewidth that are sufficient to assure that there is a special constructive reduction-counter
system. We also show that these conditions hold for a number of problems.
Let (D, Q, z, opt) define a constructive optimization problem8, and suppose D is a vertex-edge-tuple.
For each l ‚ 0, let »r Q;l be a refinement of »Q;l .
Let G be a terminal graph. We want to be able to compare the quality of two partial solutions S and
S0 for which (G; S) »r Q;l (G; S0). More formally, we want an integer i 2 Z such that for each terminal
graph H and each SH 2 D[ ](H ) for which Q(G ' H; S ' SH ) D true, z(S ' SH )¡ z(S0 ' SH ) D i .
Therefore, we define an extension of the function z to the domain of terminal graphs.
DEFINITION 5.3. Let z¯ be a function which, for each terminal graph G and each S 2 D[ ](G), maps
S to a value in Z. Function z¯ is an extension of z with respect to f»r Q;l j l ‚ 0g if, for each l ‚ 0, and
each C , C 0 2 Cr Q;l for which C and C 0 are '-compatible, there is a constant dl(C;C 0) 2 Z such that
the following holds. For every two l-terminal graphs G and H and all SG 2 D[ ](G) and SH 2 D[ ](H )
such that ecr Q;l(G; SG) D C and ecr Q;l(H; SH ) D C 0,
Q(G ' H; SG ' SH )) z(SG ' SH ) D z¯(SG)C z¯(SH )¡ dl(C;C 0)
The constants dl(C;C 0) are called the extension constants for z¯.
Note that, if there is a refinement »r Q;l of »Q;l for each l ‚ 0, and there is an extension z¯ of z with
respect to f»r Q;l j l ‚ 0g, then it is not necessarily the case that z¯ is an extension of z with respect to
f»Q;l j l ‚ 0g. However, z¯ is an extension for z with respect to any refinement of »r Q;l .
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LEMMA 5.1. Suppose z¯ is an extension of z with respect to f»r Q;l j l ‚ 0g. Let G be an l-terminal
graph (l ‚ 0). Let S, S0 2 D[ ](G) such that (G; S) »r Q;l (G; S0). For each terminal graph H and each
SH 2 D[ ](H ), if Q(G ' H; S ' SH ) D true, then
z(S ' SH )¡ z(S0 ' SH ) D z¯(S)¡ z¯(S0):
Proof. Let C D ecr Q;l(G; S), and let dl denote the extension constants for z¯. Let H be a terminal
graph, and let SH 2 D[ ](H ) such that Q(G ' H; S ' SH ) D true. Let C 0 D ecr Q;l(H; SH ). Then also
Q(G ' H; S ' SH ) D true. Furthermore, z(S ' SH ) ¡ z(S0 ' SH ) D (z¯(S) C z¯(SH ) ¡ dl(C;C 0)) ¡
(z¯(S0)C z¯(SH )¡ dl(C;C 0)) D z¯(S)¡ z¯(S0).
In other words, Lemma 5.1 shows that if (G; S) »r Q;l (G; S0) and z¯(S) > z¯(S0), then S always leads
to better solutions than S0 (assuming opt D max).
Let G be an l-terminal graph, and C 2 Cr Q;l . Let
opt(G;C) D optfz¯(S) j S 2 D[ ](G) ^ ecr Q;l(G; S) D Cg
(hence opt(G, C) D false if there is no S 2 D[ ](G) for which ecr Q;l(G, S) D C). If opt(G;C) 2 Z,
then let optS(G, C) denote an S 2 D[ ](G) for which z¯(S) D opt(G;C). Informally speaking, opt(G;C)
represents “the value of the best partial solution of G in equivalence class C,” and optS(G, C) gives such
a partial solution (if it exists).
Let S 2 D[ ](G), let C D ecr Q;l(G; S) and suppose S may lead to an optimal solution, i.e. there is
a terminal graph H and an SH 2 D[ ](H ) such that Q(G ' H, S ' SH ) D true and z(S ' SH ) D
8(G ' H). Lemma 5.1 shows that z¯(S) D opt(G;C). Hence only partial solutions S for which z¯(S) D
opt(G; ecr Q;l(G; S)) may lead to optimal solutions.
THEOREM 5.2. Let 8 be a constructive optimization problem defined by (D; Q; z; opt). Suppose D
is a vertex-edge-tuple and there is a refinement »r Q;l of »Q;l for which the following conditions hold.
1. for each l ‚ 0; jCr Q;l j is finite.
2. There is an extension z¯ of z with respect to f»r Q;l j l ‚ 0g and for each l ‚ 0; there is a constant
Kl 2 N; such that for each l-terminal graph G; there is an ˜SG 2 D[ ](G) such that for every S 2 D[ ](G)
that can lead to an optimal solution, jz¯(S)¡ z¯( ˜SG)j • Kl.
Then for each k ‚ 1; there exists a special constructive reduction-counter system S for 8k defined by
(D; Qk; z; opt), and for each reduction-counter rule ((H1, H2), i) in S, H1 …r Q;l H2.
If, in addition, (i) Q and »r Q;l are effectively decidable, (ii) z is effectively computable, and (iii) in
condition 2, z¯; ˜SG and Kl are effectively computable, then such a special constructive reduction-counter
system can be effectively constructed.
Proof. Suppose conditions 1 and 2 hold for8. Let z¯ be the extension in condition 2 and let dl(C;C 0)
denote the corresponding extension constants for all C;C 0 2 Cr Q;l . For each l ‚ 0, let Kl 2 N be as
in condition 2, and for each graph G, let ˜SG be as in condition 2. Let P be the construction property
derived from 8 (i.e. P is defined by (D, Q)).
We first construct a refinement »l of »r Q;l such that for each pair (G1;G2) of l-terminal graphs, if
jV (G2)j < jV (G1)j and G1 …l G2, then there is an i 2 Z for which the following holds.
a. ((G1, G2), i) is a safe reduction-counter rule for 8, and
b. for each S2 2 D[ ](G2) which can lead to an optimal solution, there is an S1 2 D[ ](G1) such that
(G1; S1) »l (G2; S2) and such that for each l-terminal graph H and each S 2 D[ ](H ), if Q(G2 'H, S2 '
S) D true and z(S2 ' S) D 8(G2 ' H), then Q(G1 ' H, S1 ' S) D true, and z(S1 ' S) D 8(G1 ' H).
We also show that »l is finite. After that, we show how to use »l to build a special constructive
reduction-counter system for 8k (k ‚ 1).
For each l ‚ 0, and each l-terminal graph G, do the following. Let iG D z¯( ˜SG) (note that iG 2 Z).
Let hG : Cr Q;l ! f¡Kl ; : : : ; Klg [ ffalseg be the function defined by
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hG(C) D
(
opt(G;C)¡ iG if jopt(G;C)¡ iG j • Kl
false otherwise:
For each l ‚ 0, each pair G1, G2 of l-terminal graphs and each S1 2 D[ ](G1) and S2 2 D[ ](G2), let
(G1; S1) »l (G2; S2), (G1; S1) »r Q;l (G2; S2)
^ hG1 (ecr Q;l(G1; S1)) D hG2 (ecr Q;l(G2; S2)):
Note that»l is a refinement of»r Q;l and hence of»Q;l . For each l‚ 0, the range of hG for any l-terminal
graph G has finite cardinality, and »r Q;l is finite, which means that »l is also finite.
Consider the equivalence relation …l on l-terminal graphs as defined in Definition 3.7. Let l ‚ 0, let
G1 and G2 be l-terminal graphs, such that jV (G2)j < jV (G1)j and G1 …l G2. By definition of »l and
…l , hG1 D hG2 . Let i D iG1 ¡ iG2 , and let h D hG1 D hG2 . We show that G1, G2 and i satisfy conditions
a and b given above.
CLAIM 5.1. Let C 2 Cr Q;l such that opt(G1;C) 2 Z. Let H be an l-terminal graph. Let S1 D
optS(G1;C); S2 D optS (G2;C) and SH 2 D[ ](H ); and suppose Q(G1 ' H; S1 ' SH ) D true. Then
z(S1 ' SH ) D z(S2 ' SH )C i .
Proof. By condition 2 of the theorem, jz¯(S1) ¡ iG1 j • Kl ; so z¯(S1) D iG1 C h(C), and similarly,
z¯(S2) D iG2 C h(C). Furthermore,
z(S1 ' SH ) D z¯(S1)C z¯(SH )¡ dl(C;C 0)
D h(C)C iG1 C z¯(SH )¡ dl(C;C 0)
D h(C)C iG2 ¡ iG2 C iG1 C z¯(SH )¡ dl(C;C 0)
D z¯(S2)C z¯(SH )¡ dl(C;C 0)¡ iG2 C iG1
D z(S2 ' SH )¡ iG2 C iG1
D z(S2 ' SH )C i:
CLAIM 5.2. ((G1;G2); i) is safe for 8.
Proof. Let H be an l-terminal graph. We have to show that 8(G1 ' H ) D 8(G2 ' H ) C i . Since
G1 …l G2, and…l is a refinement of…Q;l , which in turn is a refinement of»P;l ,8(G1' H ) is false if
and only if 8(G2 ' H ) is false. Hence if 8(G1 ' H )D false, then 8(G1 ' H ) D 8(G2 ' H )C i .
Now suppose8(G1 'H) 2Z, and let S 2 D(G1'H ) such that z(S) D 8(G1'H ). Let S1 D S[G1]
and SH D S[H ]. Let S2 D optS(G2, ecr Q;l(G1; S1)). By the previous claim, z(S1'SH ) D z(S2'SH )Ci ,
and hence if opt D max, then 8(G1 ' H ) • 8(G2 ' H ) C i , and if opt D min, then 8(G1 ' H ) ‚
8(G2' H )C i . By symmetry, we can also show that if optDmax, then8(G2' H ) • 8(G1' H )¡ i
and if opt D min then 8(G2 ' H ) ‚ 8(G1 ' H )¡ i , and hence 8(G1 ' H ) D 8(G2 ' H )C i .
CLAIM 5.3. For each S2 2 D[ ](G2) which can lead to an optimal solution, there is an S1 2 D[ ](G1)
such that (G1; S1) »l (G2; S2) and such that for each l-terminal graph H and each S 2 D[ ](H ); if
Q(G2 ' H; S2 ' S)D true and z(S2 ' S) D 8(G2 ' H ), then Q(G1 ' H; S1 ' S)D true, and
z(S1 ' S) D 8(G1 ' H ).
Proof. Let S2 2 D[ ](G2) such that S2 can lead to an optimal solution, let C D ecr Q;l(G2; S2). Note
that opt (G2;C) D z¯(S2) 6D false (and hence opt(G1;C) 6D false). Let S1 D optS(G1;C). Let H be an l-
terminal graph, let SH 2 D[ ](H ). Suppose Q(G2'H; S2' SH ) D true and z(S2' SH ) D 8(G2'H ).
By a previous claim, z(S1 ' SH ) D z(S2 ' SH ) C i . Since 8(G1 ' H ) D 8(G2 ' H ) C i and
8(G2 ' H ) D z(S2 ' SH ), this implies that z(S1 ' SH ) D 8(G1 ' H ).
The claims show that conditions a and b hold.
Let k ‚ 1. We show that there is a special constructive reduction-counter system for8k . Theorem 3.2
shows that there is a special constructive reduction system S D (R; I; AR; AI ) for Pk such that for each
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(H1; H2) 2 R; H1 …l H2. We show how to transform S into a special constructive reduction-counter
system S0 D (R0; I 0, `; A0R; A0I ) for8k . First, we make a set R0 of reduction-counter rules fromR: for
each r D (H1; H2) 2 R, make a reduction-counter rule (r; i) inR0 with i D iH1 ¡ iH2 . By condition a,
R0 is safe for 8k .
Next, letI 0 D I, and for each G 2 I 0, let`(G) D `(G). We let the algorithm A0R and A0I be the same as
AR and AI , but with different tables. For A0I , we make a table which gives for each G 2 I 0 an S 2 D(G)
such that 8(G) D z(S). For A0R, we make a table which maps each pair, consisting of a reduction-
counter rule r D ((H1; H2); i) 2 R0, and an S2 2 D(H2) for which z¯(S2)D opt(H2; ecl(H2; S2)) to the
value optS(H1; ecl(H2; S2)). See the proof of Theorem 3.2 for how the tables are used to get algorithms
A0R and A0I . Now, (R0; I 0; `; A0R; A0I ) is a special constructive reduction-counter system for 8k .
Assume conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) for the effectiveness result hold. Note that opt(G, C) is ef-
fectively computable (ecr Q;l is effectively decidable and the finite set D[ ](G) can be enumerated),
hence hG is effectively computable, hence »l is effectively decidable. By Theorem 3.2, the system
S D (R; I; AR; AI ) for Pk can be effectively constructed. One easily observes that one can effectively
constuct R0; A0R (on the finitely many graphs in I D I 0, one can enumerate all elements from D(G)
and take an optimal solution), and A0I (again by enumerating all candidate values for each entry).
In the following theorem we show for a number of constructive optimization problems that they are
efficiently solvable, using the methods of Theorem 5.2. The proofs are all of the same type; we only
give the first one completely, the others can be found in [11]. See Section 7 for a short comparison of
the practicality of reduction algorithms versus algorithms that first build a tree decomposition.
THEOREM 5.3. Each of the following constructive optimization problems can be solved in O(n) time
and space on graphs of bounded treewidth by a graph reduction algorithm.
Max Induced d-Degree Subgraph. Given a graph G, find a set W µ V (G) of maximum cardinality
such that the degree of each vertex in G[W ] is at most d (for d D 0 this is MAX INDEPENDENT SET).
Min Vertex Cover. Given a graph G, find a set W µ V (G) of minimum cordinality, such that each
edge in G has at least one end point in W .
Min p-Dominating Set. Given a graph G, find a set W µ V (G) of minimum cardinality such that
each v 2 V (G)¡W has at least p neighbors in W .
Max Cut on Graphs with Bounded Degree.
Min Partition into Cliques. Given a graph G, find a partition fV1; : : : ; Vsg of V (G) such that s is
minimized and for each i;G[Vi ] is a complete graph.
Min Hamiltonian Path Completion. Given a graph G, find the minimum number of edges that
should be added to G such that G will contain a Hamiltonian path.
Min Hamiltonian Circuit Completion. Given a graph G, find the minimum number of edges that
should be added to G such that G will contain a Hamiltonian cycle.
Max Leaf Spanning Tree. Given a graph G, find a spanning tree of G with a maximum number of
leaves.
Proof. For each l ‚ 0, let Il D f1; : : : ; lg, and Fl D ffi; jg j 1 • i < j • lg. Furthermore, for each
l-terminal graph G D (V; E; hx1; : : : ; xli), let
F(G) D ffi; jg j fxi ; x j g 2 Eg;
and for each W µ V (G) let
I (W ) D fi 2 Il j xi 2 W g:
We give the full proof for MAX INDUCED d-DEGREE SUBGRAPH; for the other problems we omit many
(lengthy) details.
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MAX INDUCED d-DEGREE SUBGRAPH. Let d ‚ 0 be fixed. Let 8 be defined by (D, Q, z, max), where
D, Q and z are defined as follows. For each graph G, let D(G) D P(V ), and for each S 2 D(G), let
Q(G; S) D ‘for all v 2 S: jNG;S(v)j • d 0;
where NG;S(v) D fw 2 S j fv;wg 2 E(G)g. Furthermore, let z(S) D jSj. We show that for each k ‚
1, there is a special constructive reduction-counter system for 8k , by using Theorem 5.2. We define a
refinement »r Q;l of »Q;l by giving the sets Cr Q;l and the functions ecr Q;l . For each l ‚ 0, let
Cr Q;l D f(I; false) j I µ Ilg [
f(I;1I ; F) j F µ Fl ^ I µ Il ^1I : I ! f0; : : : ; dgg:
jCr Q;l j is bounded, because d is fixed. For each l-terminal graph G D (V; E; hx1; : : : ; xli), each S 2
D[](G), let ecr Q;l(G; S) 2 Cr Q;l be defined as follows. If there is a v 2 S such that jNG;S(v)j > d, then
ecr Q;l(G, S) D false (S cannot lead to a solution), otherwise, ecr Q;l(G, S) D (I (S), 1I (S), F(G)), where
1I (S) is a function from I (S) to f0; : : : ; dg, mapping indices i (corresponding to a terminal that belongs
to set S) to the number of neighbors of the ith terminal in partial solution S: 1I (S)(i) D jNG;S(xi )j for
each i 2 I (S). In other words, the equivalence class of a terminal graph G and a partial solution S either
denotes that there already is a vertex of too high degree in G[S] ((I , false), with I the set of indices
of terminals belonging to S), or it is characterized by a triple, giving the indices of the terminals that
belong to S, for each of these terminals its degree in G[S], and what edges are present in G between
terminals.
We first show that »r Q;l is a refinement of »Q;l for all l. Suppose (G1; S1) »r Q;l (G2; S2). Clearly,
(G1, S1) and (G2; S2) are compatible, because the same terminals belong to S1 and to S2. Let H be
an l-terminal graph, let SH 2 D[ ](H ) such that (G1, S1) and (H, SH ) are '-compatible. We have to
show that Q(G1 ' H; S1 ' SH )D true if and only if Q(G2 ' H, S2 ' H) D true. If ecr Q;l(G1; S1) D
ecr Q;l(G2; S2) D (I (S1); false), then Q(G1 ' H; S1 ' SH ) D false D Q(G2 ' H; S2 ' SH ): there
are vertices of degree more than d in G1[S1] and in G2[S2], hence also in G1 ' H [S1 ' SH ] and
G2 ' H [S2 ' SH ].
Suppose ecr Q;l(G1; S1) D ecr Q;l(G2; S2) D (I;1I ; F). Let X D hx1; : : : ; xli; Y D hy1; : : : ; yli, and
Z D hz1; : : : ; z1i denote the terminal sets of G1;G2 and H, respectively.
Q(G1 ' H; S1 ' SH )
D ¡8v2S1'SH flflNG1'H;S1'SH (v)flfl • d¢
D ¡8i2I flflNH;SH (zi )flflC flflNG1;S1 (xi )flfl¡ flfl' j 2 I flflx j 2 NG1;S1 (xi ) ^ z j 2 NH;SH (zi )“flfl • d¢
^ ¡8v2S1¡x flflNG1;S1 (v)flfl • d¢ ^ ¡8v2SH¡Z flflNH;SH (v)flfl • d¢
D ¡8i2I flflNH;SH (zi )flflC1I (i)¡ jf j 2 I j fi; jg 2 F ^ fzi ; z j g 2 E(H )gj • d¢
^ ¡8v2S1¡X flflNG1;S1 (v)flfl • d¢ ^ ¡8v2SH¡Z flflNH;SH (v)flfl • d¢
D ¡8i2I flflNH;SH (zi )flflC flflNG;S2 (yi )flfl¡ flfl' j 2 I flfl yi 2 NG2;S2 (yi ) ^ z j 2 NH;SH (zi )“flfl • d¢
^ ¡8v2S2¡Y flflNG2;S2 (v)flfl • d¢ ^ ¡8v2SH¡Z flflNH;SH (v)flfl • d¢
D Q(G2 ' H; S2 ' SH )
Hence »r Q;l is a refinement of »Q;l . This proves condition 1 of Theorem 5.2.
Consider condition 2 of Theorem 5.2. For each terminal graph G, each S 2 D[ ](G), let z¯(S) D jSj.
We show that z¯ is an extension of z. Let C;C 0 2 Cr Q;l , such that C and C 0 are compatible. Let I µ Il
such that C D (I , false) or C D (I;1I ; F) for some1I and F, and C 0 D (I , false) or C 0 D (I;1I 0 ; F 0)
for some 1I 0 and F 0. Let G and H be l-terminal graphs, let S 2 D[ ](G) and S0 2 D[ ](H ) such that
ecr Q;l(G; S) D C and ecr Q;l(H; S0) D C 0. Then z(S ' S0) D jS ' S0j D jS [ S0j D jSj C jS0j ¡ jI j D
z¯(S)C z¯(S0)¡ jI j, hence di (C;C 0) D jI j, which shows that z¯ is an extension of z.
For each l ‚ 0 let Kl D l. Let G D (VG; EG) be an l-terminal graph with terminals x1; : : : ; xl . Let
the set of vertices ˜SG form a maximum d-degree subgraph in G[VG ¡ fx1; : : : ; xlg], i.e., ˜SG is a set of
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vertices in G without terminals, no vertex in ˜SG is adjacent to more than d vertices in ˜SG , and the size
˜SG is maximum over all sets fulfilling these conditions.
Let S 2 D[ ](G). We show that, if S can lead to an optimal solution, then jz¯(S) ¡ z¯( ˜SG)j • l. This
proves that condition 2 of Theorem 5.2 with Kl D l.
CLAIM 5.4. If S can lead to an optimal solution then jz¯(S)¡ z¯( ˜SG)j • l.
Proof. Suppose S can lead to an optimal solution.
Consider the set S0 D S ¡ X . Note that S0 also induces a subgraph of G[VG ¡ fx1; : : : ; xlg] with no
vertex of degree more than d, hence z¯(S) D jSj • jS0j C l • j ˜SG j C l D z¯( ˜SG)C l.
Next consider the value of z¯( ˜SG) ¡ z¯(S). Suppose that z¯( ˜SG) ¡ z¯(S) > l. Let H be an l-terminal
graph and SH 2 D[ ](H ) such that (G; S) and (H; SH ) are '-compatible and S ' SH is an optimal
solution of G ' H (this is possible since S can lead to an optimal solution). Let S0 2 D(G ' H ) be the
set obtained from S ' SH by deleting all terminals from G. Note that Q(G ' H; S0) D true, and thus
ecr Q;l(G; S0[G]) D ˜SG . Furthermore z(S0) ‚ z(S' SH )¡ l. But then ˜SG ' S0[H ] is also a solution for
G ' H , and furthermore,
z( ˜SG)' S0[H ]) D z¯( ˜SG)C z¯(S0[H ])
> z¯(S0[G])C l C z¯(S0[H ])
D z(S0)C l
‚ z(S ' SH ):
This is a contradiction, since S ' SH is an optimal solution. Hence z¯( ˜SG)¡ z¯(S) • l.
This proves that conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 5.2 hold. Moreover, Q and »r Q;l are effectively
decidable and z¯; ˜SG , and Kl are effectively computable, and thus there is an effectively computable
special constructive reduction-counter system for MAX INDUCED d-DEGREE SUBGRAPH.
MIN VERTEX COVER and MIN p-DOMINATING SET. Similar to MAX INDUCED d-DEGREE SUBGRAPH.
MAX CUT on graphs with bounded degree and MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE. Can be solved with
techniques similar to the other problems considered here.
MIN PARTITION INTO CLIQUES. In order to represent the problem in a form that fits into our framework,
we restate it in an equivalent way: given a graph G, find a subset of the edges S µ E(G), such that
each connected component of (V (G); S) forms a clique and the number of connected components is
minimum. Note that, if we have such a set S, we can construct the corresponding partition in linear time
(or alternatively, maintain the translation of E(G) to a partition during the undoing phase.)
Thus, we define for each graph G; D(G) D P(E(G)), and for each S 2 D(G), we let
Q(G; S) D “each component of (V (G); S) is a clique,”
opt D min and z(S) D “the number of components of (V (G), S).” Given a set F µ E(G) for which
Q(G; F) D true, we can compute a clique partition of G by computing the connected components of
(V (G);F ). This can be done in linear time.
In this case, the refinement »r Q;l has the following equivalence classes:
† If G D (V (G); S) has a connected component that is not a clique, then ecr Q;l(G; S) D (F(G),
false).
† Otherwise, ecr Q;l(G; S) D (F(G); f(J1; b1); : : : ; (Jt ; bt )g), where (J1; : : : ; Jl) is a partition of the
indices, with the indices of terminals belonging to a common clique in (V(G), S) in the same set of
the partition. Each bi is a boolean: it is true if the clique of the terminals corresponding to Ji does not
contain non-terminals (i.e., if the clique can still be extended with new vertices), and false otherwise.
One can show this gives a refinement of »Q;l , and moreover, if we take z¯(S) to be the number of
components of S, then this is an extension as required. For a terminal graph G, we obtain ˜SG in the
following way: take an optimal solution of the problem S for G. Now, remove each terminal from the
clique it belongs to, and take for each terminal a component with no other vertices. One can prove that
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the number of components of such a partial solution ˜SG can never differ by more than l from that of
any partial solution that can be extended to an optimal solution. Several technical details are omitted
and can be found in [11].
MIN HAMILTONIAN PATH COMPLETION. This problem can equivalently be formulated as: find a subset
of the edges of the input graph, such that each connected component forms a path, and such that
the number of connected components is minimum. This problem is handled, somewhat similar to the
Minimum Partition into Cliques problem. Again, more details can be found in [11].
MIN HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT COMPLETION. Use the algorithm for MIN HAMILTONIAN PATH COMPLETION:
if a graph is not Hamiltonian (which can be tested with a reduction algorithm as HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT is
MS-definable), then its Hamiltonian circuit completion number is one larger than its Hamiltonian path
completion number.
6. PARALLEL REDUCTION ALGORITHMS
In [8] an efficient parallel variant of algorithm Reduce was given, based on a variant of the special
reduction system. In this section we show how to use this algorithm to make an efficient parallel variant of
Algorithm Reduce-Construct (Section 6.2). We also show that the parallel variant of Theorem 3.2 holds.
Furthermore we show how to extend the parallel algorithm such that it can also be used for (constructive)
optimization problems (Sections 6.3 and 6.4), and we give the parallel variants of Theorems 4.2 and
5.2. We show that these algorithms can be used for large classes of problems on graphs of small
treewidth.
We start with a description of the parallel reduction algorithm as introduced in [8].
6.1. Decision Problems
The basic idea of the parallel reduction algorithm is that, if there are two or more possible applications
of reduction rules at a certain time, and these applications do not interfere, then they can be applied
concurrently.
DEFINITION 6.1 (Non-interfering Matches). Let R be a set of reduction rules and let G be a graph
with a fixed adjacency list representation. Two matches G1 and G2 in G are said to be non-interfering
if
† no inner vertex of Gi (i D 1; 2) is a vertex of G3¡i ,
† the sets of edges of G1 and G2 are disjoint, and
† if G1 and G2 have a common terminal x , then in the adjacency list of x , there are no two consecutive
edges e1 and e2 such that e1 2 E(G1) and e2 2 E(G2).
A set of matches in G is non-interfering if all matches in the set are pairwise non-interfering.
Let R be a set of reduction rules and let G be a graph with a fixed adjacency list representation.
If we have a set of non-interfering matches in G, then the reductions corresponding to these matches
can be executed in parallel without concurrent reading or writing, and this gives the same result as
if the reductions were executed subsequently, in an arbitrary order. For any reduction that involves a
terminal vertex x , all new edges adjacent to x can be inserted in the adjacency list after one of the
edges to x in the match. By doing this, no reduction involves a pointer to a record that is changed by
another reduction. As we have O(n= log n) processors, by using the techniques from [8], each involved
in O(log n) reductions, we can give every processor O(log n) space it can write new data to (see below
for more details.) This amounts to O(n) extra space.
In order to make an efficient parallel reduction algorithm for a given graph property P, we want to
have a special reduction system which gives sufficiently many matches in any graph G for which P
holds. Therefore, we introduce a special parallel reduction system.
DEFINITION 6.2 (Special Parallel Reduction System). Let P be a graph property, and (R,I) a reduction
system for P . Let nmax be the maximum number of vertices in any left-hand side of a rule r 2 R. (R, I) is
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called a special parallel reduction system for P if we know positive integers nmin and d, nmin • nmax • d,
and a constant c > 0, such that the following conditions hold.
1. For each reduction rule (H1; H2) 2 R, H1 and H2 are open and connected.
2. For each connected graph G and each adjacency list representation of G, if P(G) holds and G has
at least nmin vertices, then G contains at least c ¢ jV (G)j d-discoverable matches.
Note that, since for each integer n > 1 and each constant c, if c > 0 then cn > 0, a special parallel
reduction system is also a special reduction system.
Consider the graph property which holds if a graph is a two-colorable cycle. The reduction system
that we have given for this property in Fig. 3 is an example of a special parallel reduction system (take
d D nmax D nmin D 5 and c D 1=5).
Let P be a graph property and S D (R; I) a special parallel reduction system for P. Let nmin, nmax,
d and c be as in Definition 6.2. The parallel reduction algorithm introduced in [8] based on S works as
follows. The algorithm finds d-discoverable matches and executes the corresponding reductions, until
there are no more d-discoverable matches. In more detail, the following is done.
Suppose we are given an input graph G with n vertices. The algorithm consists of a number of
reduction rounds, which are executed subsequently. In each reduction round, ˜(m) reductions are
applied to the current graph, which has m vertices, if P(G) holds. This is done in three steps.
1. In the first step, the algorithm tries to find a d-discoverable match from each vertex v which has
degree at most d and is an inner vertex of a d-discoverable match. If this succeeds, the corresponding
reduction rule r is looked up. Let A denote the set of all matches that are found. Note that A is not
necessarily non-interfering.
2. In the second step, the algorithm computes a subset A0 of A with size ˜(jAj), which is a set of
non-interfering matches.
3. In the last step, all reductions corresponding to the matches in A0 are applied.
The first and third step can be done in constant time on m processors, without concurrent reading or
writing: in step 1, take one processor for each vertex of degree at most d. In step 3, for each match in A0,
let the processor which discovered the match in step 2 apply its corresponding reduction. The second
step is more complicated. It is basically done as follows. First, a conflict graph of all matches in A is
built. This graph contains a vertex for each match in A, and an edge between two vertices if and only if
the corresponding matches are interfering. Now an independent set in the conflict graph corresponds to
a set of non-interfering matches. It can be seen that the conflict graph has bounded degree. This means
that there is an independent set A0 of size ˜(jAj) which can be found efficiently in parallel on a EREW
PRAM (for more details, see [8]).
Note that in step 2, the size of A is at least cm as long as P holds for the input graph. This implies
that at most O(log n) reduction rounds have to be done: if the graph resulting after these steps is in I,
then P holds for the input graph and true is returned. Otherwise, P does not hold for the input graph
and false is returned.
Consider the amount of resources used by the algorithms. As said before, we have O(log n) reduction
rounds, and in each reduction round the number of vertices of the graph is reduced by a constant
fraction (if P holds for the input graph). The only part in a reduction round which takes more than
constant time is step 2. By a careful analysis, it can be seen that the algorithm can be made to run in
O(log n log⁄ n) time with O(n) operations and space on an EREW PRAM. For a CRCW PRAM, the
algorithm can be slightly improved: it runs in O(log n) time with O(n) operations and space (see [8] for
details).
THEOREM 6.1. Let P be a graph property. If we have a special parallel reduction system for P;
then we have an algorithm which decides P on connected graphs in O(log n log⁄ n) time with O(n)
operations and space on an EREW PRAM, and in O(log n) time with O(n) operations and space on a
CRCW PRAM.
The definition of a special parallel reduction system, Lemma 2.7 and (the proof of) Theorem 2.2
immediately imply the following result.
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THEOREM 6.2. Let P a graph property, and suppose P is of finite index. For each integer k ‚ 1;
there is a special parallel reduction system for Pk.
If P is also effectively decidable, and there is an equivalence relation »l for each l ‚ 0; which is
a finite refinement of »P;l and is effectively decidable, then such a system (R; I) can effectively be
constructed.
The analog of Corollary 2.2 also holds for the parallel case.
In the parallel case, there exist algorithms that decide finite index properties in O(log n) time with
O(n) operations and space, given a tree decomposition of bounded width of the graph [16]. However,
the best known parallel algorithm for finding a tree decomposition of the input graph takes O(log2 n)
time with O(n) operations on an EREW or CRCW PRAM [8]. Hence the reduction algorithms presented
in this section are more efficient.
6.2. Construction Problems
We start with adapting the definition of a special constructive reduction system.
DEFINITION 6.3. Let P be a construction property defined by (D; Q) and let (R; I; AR; AI ) be a
constructive reduction system for P . Algorithm AR is non-interfering if for each graph G and each
S 2 D(G), if AR is executed simultaneously for the reconstructions corresponding to the undoing of
two non-interfering reductions, then this gives the same result as running AR successively for these two
reconstructions. Furthermore, no concurrent reading or writing takes place.
DEFINITION 6.4 (Special Parallel Constructive Reduction System). Let P be a construction property
defined by (D; Q). A constructive reduction system S D (R; I; AR; AI ) for P is a special parallel
constructive reduction system for P if
† (R; I) is a special parallel reduction system for P ,
† algorithms AR and AI use O(1) time on a single processor, and
† algorithm AR is non-interfering.
Note that the constructive reduction system that we have defined for two-colorability of cycles (Fig. 4)
is a special parallel constructive reduction system: we represent each two-coloring as a labeling of the
graph; i.e., each vertex is labeled with an integer denoting its color. We can implement algorithm AR
such that it is non-interfering, and it runs in O(1) time (use the tables as given in Fig. 4). Algorithm AI
also takes O(1) time.
If we have a special parallel constructive reduction system for a given construction property P defined
by (D; Q), then we can use a parallel variant of algorithm Reduce-Construct to construct a solution
for an input graph G, if one exists. The parallel algorithm consists of two parts. In part one, reductions
are applied as often as possible, using the parallel algorithm described in Section 6.1. As each of the
O(n= log n) processors needs to participate in O(log n) reduction rounds, we use O(n) space, giving
each processor a separate part of O(log n) space to store what reductions were done by the processor
in what round.
Part two of the algorithm starts with constructing an initial solution for the reduced graph, if P holds.
This is done by one processor in constant time, by using algorithm AI . After that, the reduction rounds
of part one are undone in reversed order. In each undo-action of a reduction round, all reductions of that
round are undone, and the solution is adapted. Each undo-action of a reduction is executed by the same
processor that applied the rule in the first part of the algorithm. This processor also applies algorithm
AR. Since AR is non-interfering, this results in the correct output.
Part one of the algorithm takes O(log n log⁄ n) time with O(n) operations and space on an EREW
PRAM. Part two can be done in O(log n) time with O(n) operations and space on an EREW PRAM:
each undo action of a reduction can be done in O(1) time on one processor, and the local adaptation of
the solution can also be done in O(1) time by the same processor, since Algorithm AR takes constant
time. This implies the following result.
THEOREM 6.3. Let P be a construction property defined by (D; Q). If we have a special parallel
constructive reduction system for P, then we have an algorithm which, given a connected graph G;
checks if P(G) holds and if so, constructs an S 2 D(G) for which Q(G; S)D true. The algorithm takes
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O(log n log⁄ n) time with O(n) operations and space on an EREW PRAM, and O(log n) time with O(n)
operations and space on a CRCW PRAM.
We next show that for a large class of construction properties on graphs of bounded treewidth, there
is a special constructive reduction system.
THEOREM 6.4. Let P be a construction property defined by (D; Q). If D is a vertex-edge-tuple and
»Q;l is finite for each l ‚ 0; then for each k ‚ 1; there is a special parallel constructive reduction
system for Pk.
If in addition, Q and a finite refinement »r Q;l of »Q;l are effectively decidable; then such a system
can be effectively constructed.
Proof. Let k ‚ 1. Let S D (R, I, AR, AI ) be a special constructive reduction system for Pk as
defined in the proof of Theorem 3.2. We show that AR and AI can be made such that S is a special
parallel reduction system for Pk .
We use the following data structure for storing (partial) solutions. Suppose G is the current graph
and S D (S1; S2; : : : ; St ) is the current solution for G. With each vertex v, we store booleans b1, : : : ,
bt : for each i, 1 • i • t, bi is true if and only if Di (G) D V (G) and v D Si , or Di (G) D P(V (G))
and v 2 Si . Similarly, with each edge e, we store booleans b1; : : : ; bt : for each i, 1 • i • t, bi is true
if and only if Di (G) D E(G) and e D Si or Di (G) D P(E(G)) and e 2 Si . Note that an undo operation
never changes the status of terminal vertices; i.e., booleans bi do not change for a vertex when undoing
a reduction where v was a terminal. Thus, while a terminal vertex can participate in several reductions
and undoings of reductions simultaneously, this does not cause interference. Edges never participate in
more than one reduction. Thus, it is easy to see that with this data structure, we can make AR such that
it is non-interfering and runs in O(1) time. Furthermore, AI also runs in O(1) time.
Note that, with the data structure for t-vertex-edge-tuples as described in the proof of Theorem 6.4,
a returned solution for a given input graph is represented as a labeling of the vertices and edges of the
graph. However, we can transform this representation into the representation as described in the proof
of Theorem 3.2: for each i, 1 • i • t, use a parallel prefix algorithm (see, e.g., [14]) to make a list of all
vertices or edges for which bi is true. Since t is fixed, this takes O(log n) time with O(n) operations on
an EREW PRAM, and hence does not increase the total running time.
In particular, Theorem 6.4 shows that many well-known graph problems, when restricted to graphs
of bounded treewidth, can be solved constructively within the stated resource bounds. These include all
MS-definable construction properties for which the domain is a vertex-edge-tuple.
6.3. Optimization Problems
It is easy to adapt the parallel reduction algorithm for optimization problems. Therefore, we define
a special parallel reduction-counter system to be a reduction-counter system of which the derived
reduction system is a special parallel reduction system.
For instance, the reduction-counter system for MAX INDEPENDENT SET on cycles that we defined in
Fig. 5 is a special parallel reduction-counter system for this problem.
Let8 be a graph optimization problem, andS D (R; I, `) a special parallel reduction-counter system
for 8. A parallel reduction algorithm based on S is a combination of the parallel reduction algorithm
based on the derived reduction system, and the sequential reduction algorithm described in Section 4.
Each processor has a counter, which is initially set to zero. If a processor applies a reduction-counter
rule in the algorithm, then it uses its own counter. After the last reduction round is finished, the counters
of all processors are added up. Let cnt denote the resulting counter, let G denote the input graph and H
the reduced graph. Now, if H 2 I, then 8(G) D cnt C `(H ), otherwise, 8(G) D 8(H )D false. The
sum of all the counters can be computed in O(log n) time with O(n) operations and space on an EREW
PRAM.
THEOREM 6.5. Let 8 be a graph optimization problem. If we have a special parallel reduction-
counter system for 8; then we have an algorithm which, for each connected graph G with n vertices,
computes 8(G) in O(log n log⁄ n) time with O(n) operations and space on an EREW PRAM, and in
O(log n) time with O(n) operations and space on a CRCW PRAM.
By Lemma 2.7 and the proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 4.2, we also have the following result.
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THEOREM 6.6. Let 8 be a graph optimization problem which is of finite integer index. For each
integer k ‚ 1; there exists a special parallel reduction system S for 8k .
If, in addition, 8 is effectively computable, and there is an equivalence relation »l ; for each l ‚ 0;
which is a finite refinement of »8;l and is effectively decidable, then such a system S can effectively be
constructed.
Theorem 6.6 implies that there are special parallel reduction-counter systems for the following
problems on graphs of bounded treewidth (see also Theorem 4.3): MAX INDUCED d-DEGREE SUBGRAPH
for all d‚ 0, MIN p-DOMINATING SET for all p‚ 1, MIN VERTEX COVER, MAX CUT on graphs with bounded
degree, MIN PARTITION INTO CLIQUES, MIN HAMILTONIAN PATH COMPLETION, and MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.
6.4. Constructive Optimization Problems
A similar approach can be taken for constructive optimization problems. Let 8 be a constructive
optimization problem defined by (D; Q; z, opt). LetS be a special constructive reduction-counter system
for P. Then S is a special parallel constructive reduction-counter system if the derived constructive
reduction system is a special parallel constructive reduction system.
Note that the constructive reduction-counter system that we defined for MAX INDEPENDENT SET on
cycles (Fig. 7) is a special parallel constructive reduction-counter system, if we represent an independent
set as a labeling of the vertices of the graph: each vertex is labeled with a boolean which is true if and
only if the vertex is in the independent set.
In the same way as described above we can transform the parallel algorithm for optimization problems
as given in Section 6.3 into a parallel algorithm for constructive optimization problems, based on a special
parallel constructive reduction-counter system.
THEOREM 6.7. Let8 be a constructive optimization problem defined by (D; Q; z; opt). If we have a
special parallel constructive reduction-counter system for8; then we have an algorithm which, given a
connected graph G; checks if 8(G) 2 Z; and if so, constructs an S 2 D(G) for which Q(G; S)D true
and z(S) D 8(G). The algorithm takes O(log n log⁄ n) time with O(n) operations and space on an
EREW PRAM, and O(log n) time with O(n) operations and space on a CRCW PRAM.
From Theorem 6.4 and Theorem 5.2, we also derive the following result.
THEOREM 6.8. Let 8 be a constructive optimization problem defined by (D; Q; z; opt). Suppose D
is a vertex-edge-tuple and there is a refinement »r Q;l of »Q;l for which the following conditions hold.
1. For each l ‚ 0; jCr Q;l j is finite.
2. There is an extension z¯ of z with respect to f»r Q;l j l ‚ 0g and for each l ‚ 0; there is a constant
Kl 2 N; it such that for each l-terminal graph G; there is an ˜SG 2 D[ ](G) such that for every S 2 D[ ](G)
that can lead to an optimal solution, jz¯(S)¡ z¯( ˜SG)j • Kl.
Then for each k ‚ 1; there exists a special parallel constructive reduction-counter system for8k defined
by (D; Qk; z; opt).
If, in addition, (i) Q and »r Q;l are effectively decidable, (ii) z is effectively computable, and (iii) in
condition 2; z¯ and Kl are effectively computable, then such a reduction-counter system can be effectively
constructed.
This implies the existence of parallel algorithms with the stated resource bounds for the constructive
versions of MAX INDUCED d-DEGREE SUBGRAPH for all d ‚ 0, MIN p-DOMINATING SET for all p ‚ 1, MIN
VERTEX COVER, MAX CUT on graphs with bounded degree, and MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE when restricted
to graphs of bounded treewidth. For a proof, see Theorem 5.3.
For the problems MIN PARTITION INTO CLIQUES and MIN HAMILTONIAN PATH COMPLETION we can apply
Theorem 6.8 as well, but the returned solution is not exactly in the form as it would be expected (see also
the proof of Theorem 5.3). Sequentially these different forms of solutions can be translated into each
other in O(n) time. However in parallel we know no method to do these translations in O(log n log⁄ n)
time with O(n) operations on an EREW PRAM, or in O(log n) time with O(n) operations on an EREW
PRAM.
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7. ADDITIONAL RESULTS AND FINAL COMMENTS
It is possible to generalize the results in this paper to graphs which are not necessarily connected.
For this case, the definition of a special reduction system is extended.
DEFINITION 7.1 (Special Reduction System). Let P be a graph property, and (R; I) a reduction
system for P . Let nmax be the maximum number of vertices in any left-hand side of a rule r 2 R. (R; I)
is a special reduction system for P if we know positive integers nmin and d; nmin • nmax • d; such that
the following conditions hold.
1. For each reduction rule (H1; H2) 2 R,
(a) if H1 has at least one terminal, then H1 is connected and H1 and H2 are open, and
(b) if H1 is a zero-terminal graph, then jV (H2)j< nmin.
2. For each graph G and each adjacency list representation of G, if P(G) holds, then
(a) each component of G with at least nmin vertices has a d-discoverable match, and
(b) if all components of G have less than nmin vertices, then either G 2 I or G contains a match
which is a zero-terminal graph.
This system can again be used in an O(n) reduction algorithm. This algorithm consists of two phases:
the first phase actually is algorithm Reduce, except that, instead of line 16, the algorithm checks whether
each component of the current graph has at most nmin vertices, otherwise it returns false. In the second
phase, the small components of the graph are reduced by taking components together and matching
them to reduction rules. This can be done in a smart way, such that it takes O(n) time, and after phase
two, a graph in I remains if and only if the input graph satisfies the property. A detailed description can
be found in [11].
The definitions of special constructive reduction systems and special (constructive) reduction-counter
systems can be modified in the same way as the definition of special reduction systems. Furthermore
we can modify algorithm Reduce-Construct and the algorithms for optimization problems in the same
way as algorithm Reduce, and obtain O(n) time algorithms.
Theorems 2.2, 3.2, 4.2, and 5.2 can also be shown to hold for the new type of special reduction system.
For the parallel variant a similar modification can be done to the special parallel reduction system (see
[11] for more details).
It is also possible to generalize the results in this paper to directed, mixed and/or labeled graphs.
In the case of labeled graphs, we can allow the input graph to have a labeling of the vertices and/or
edges, where the labels are taken from a set of constant size. These labels could also act as weights
for finite integer index problems; e.g., we can deal with MAX WEIGHTED INDEPENDENT SET, in which
each vertex has a weight from f1; 2; : : : ; cg for some fixed c, in the same way as we dealt with MAX
INDEPENDENT SET. Each of these generalizations can be handled in a very similar way to that done in this
paper.
For constructive decision and optimization problems, we restricted ourselves to solution domains
which are vertex-edge-tuples. However, this is not always desirable. For instance, for MIN PARTITION
INTO CLIQUES we would prefer to represent a solution as a partition fV1; : : : ; Vsg of the vertices of the
graph (see also the proof of Theorem 5.3). It is possible to use more general solution domains like
the partition of vertices. However, these solution domains should obey a number of conditions. For
instance, the function [ ] to restrict solutions to terminal subgraphs should be defined in such a way
that for each two l-terminal graphs G and H, and each SG 2 D[ ](G); SH 2 D[ ](H ), there is at most
one S 2 D(G ' H ) for which S[G] D SG and S[H ] D SH . Furthermore, during the construction
of solutions in the second phase of the reduction algorithm, it should be possible to maintain a data
structure in which solutions can be adapted in O(1) time. In general, if updating solutions would cost
O( f (n)) time, then the corresponding reduction algorithm costs O(n ¢ f (n)) time.
Unfortunately, the problem of TREEWIDTH, and the related problem of PATHWIDTH are not known to have
special (parallel) constructive reduction systems. A constructive reduction system might lead to more
efficient sequential algorithms for the problem of finding tree or path decompositions of bounded width
(in terms of constant factors). And a parallel constructive reduction system would lead to more efficient
parallel algorithms for the same problem: the gain in the amount of time would be 2(log n=log⁄ n).
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An interesting problem is to determine which graph properties have special (constructive) reduction
systems. The property to have maximum degree at most some fixed constant k is an example of a
property that has a special reduction system and that has yes-instances of unbounded treewidth. Also
because of its associations to efficient recognition algorithms, it is interesting to know which problems
have such reduction systems, and which do not.
All MS-definable decision problems are of finite index, thus implying that there are efficient reduction
algorithms which solve these problems (Theorem 2.2). For optimization problems this does not hold:
there are MS-definable optimization problems which are not of finite integer index (Theorem 4.4), and
thus these problems cannot be solved with the reduction algorithms presented in Section 4. It might be
interesting to find out whether there is a method with which all MS-definable optimization problems
can be solved by using a type of reduction algorithm.
It is also interesting to find a language like MSOL to define optimization problems which are of finite
integer index. Finally, one can conceive more notions similar to finite integer index, by using a different
algebraic structure instead of integers and addition. It is unclear whether there exists a choice for such
a structure that gives new possibilities to deal with (non-contrived) problems while keeping the same
time and space bounds for the resulting algorithms.
It is not clear whether sequential reduction algorithms are in practice faster than sequential algorithms
that first find a tree decomposition and then solve the problem. Finding a tree decomposition is a costly
step, especially if the treewidth is larger than four (see [6]). Reduction algorithms avoid this costly
step. However, in many cases, the number of reduction rules that must be checked seems to grow
rapidly, and hence reduction algorithms may have as large constant factors as algorithms that find tree
decompositions do. Also, when more problems have to be solved on the same graph, then the cost of
building a tree decomposition amortizes, so in such cases, algorithms that first build a tree decomposition
may be preferable. What is the best approach to take is yet something undertermined—it is conceivable
that substantive savings can be obtained by using labeled edges in reduction algorithms, but it is also
conceivable that good heuristics may lead to more practical algorithms that find tree decompositions.
In addition, graph reduction, and establishing that problems are finite (integer) index, can also help
us to solve problems on graphs that do not have bounded treewidth, by serving as a preprocessing
heuristic. For instance, suppose we have a graph G on which we want to solve problem P. Now, if we
have a special (constructive) reduction system for Pk , then note that all reductions from this system
are also safe for P. Thus, we can use the following approach: apply reductions from the system on G,
until no such reduction can be applied. Hopefully, we obtain a graph G0 that is smaller than G. Now,
use another approach to solve P(G 0), be it backtracking, techniques from integer linear programming,
simulated annealing, etc. Finally, translate the solution for G 0 back to a solution for G. The hope is that
the reduction preprocessing step makes G sufficiently much smaller to save time in comparison with
running the algorithm to solve P directly on G.
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